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Foreword

v

The Right to Education received considerable impetus during the last decade as a result of
the concerted effort of many groups and agencies that made determined efforts to ensure
that all children in India receive at least minimum education irrespective of their socio-
economic status and their ability to pay for education in a situation of continuous
impoverishment and erosion of basic needs.

The Campaign against Child Labour, the National Alliance for the Fundamental Right to
Education, the contribution of several outstanding educationists, hundreds of civil society
initiatives and most importantly the Judgements of the Supreme Court are among those
who made this vital contribution to enshrine the right to education as a fundamental right.
Through this combined effort, children of India gained the Fundamental Right to Education,
first through Judgement made law and then through a Constitutional amendment.
Unfortunately the introduction of Article 21–A watered down the Judgement of the Supreme
Court in the celebrated Unnikrishnan Case. A Right which was available to all children up to
the age of 14 years was reduced to a right for children in the age group of 6 to 14 only
through the restrictive language of the Constitutional amendment. Even more critical to the
future of this right is the wording of Article 21A which finally leaves it to the state to provide
‘in such manner as the state may, by law, determine’.

After so much effort and the cumulative pressures generated from so many well-meaning
quarters, what has the Indian State done in order to give effect to this Fundamental
Right as enshrined in Article 21A?

This small booklet which is now in your hands must be seen and contextualised against the
background of the above question. Niranjan and Aruna have done an excellent job in capturing
the essence of the situation in a pithily written document commissioned by the UNESCO.
The text was circulated among many friends and rewritten in order to achieve maximum
focus and make the contribution contemporarily useful and constructive.

The authors analyse fourteen state legislations which touch upon the right to compulsory
education. This is a very significant departure point to get to the gist of the matter. It is rightly
pointed out that we now live in an era where this entitlement can be viewed either from the
Rights Based Approach or from the old Colonial Truancy Model. If the latter guides us, then
the compulsion is on the parents and the children and it is the ‘policeman’ nay Education
Inspector who is expected to achieve the fulfillment of this right through penalisation. If the
approach, however, is the former, then the state is under compulsion to convert the huge
infrastructure of Government schools into functioning schools where children are attracted to
come because teaching and learning are actually taking place inside the school. Niranjan
and Aruna point out that all the fourteen states have legislation which is unfortunately of the
wrong type and will not therefore deliver what is contained in the 86th Amendment.
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The purpose of central legislation therefore should be to shift the existing paradigm of state
laws from the Colonial to the post 21A era. If this is to happen, then the purpose of bringing
education under the concurrent list must be fully realised. But, unfortunately, the opposite is
the case. Why is the Central Government dragging its feet and refusing to proactively
introduce a paradigm shift? Among several reasons, I would like to draw attention to one.

The desire to have a Common School System in India is as old as the Kothari commission.
No one who is concerned with equity in education and the creation of a new citizenry can
disagree with this goal. Unfortunately we are discussing about this goal at a point of time
when private schools have mushroomed and become the institution of first choice for the
children of the elite and even of the middle classes. India has provided highly stratified
private schools in order to cater to different classes of people. These institutions are delivering
‘good’ results for their respective clients, while the huge bulk of the less fortunate are
consigned to Government schools. Given the size of our population and the magnitude of
illiteracy, no transformation is possible through the model of privatisation. There is no
short cut except to make the Government schools function.

Seven draft bills have so far been produced to give effect to Art.21A. Most of them sought
to achieve the goal of Common School System by seeking to transform private institutions.
There could be no easier method of uniting the dominant private sector lobby against the
proposed law and this indeed has happened. Consequently, the Central Government has
put the legislative task on the back burner by circulating a text which is not even law. The
authors rightly draw attention to this effort and point out that the Model Right to Education
Bill has no legal value whatsoever. If this effort holds the field, it would be one huge setback
to the renewed collective efforts of the last decade. The momentum gained recently would
be lost and children will continue to be left out of schools. Is there any way of averting
such a catastrophe?

I would like to suggest that the first phase of legislative effort should be more modest and
realistic. We should replace the Colonial Truancy Model which prevails in fourteen states
with the Rights Based Model and this can best be achieved through a skeletal legislation as
the authors have suggested. Indeed, they advance more cogent reasons than what can be
contained in this brief Foreword. Laws relating to education have multiple tasks to perform–
these include regulation of grant-in aid, criteria for recognition, service condition of teachers
etc. Let not the current thrust for new legislation get into these wider areas–instead let a
separate skeletal legislation deal exclusively with the bare non-negotiables necessary to
make Government schools function. That indeed would be the responsibility of the Central
Government to prescribe and leave the details to the state governments in the spirit of the
concurrent list.

The work of Niranjan and Aruna serve as a very useful backdrop to take forward the above-
mentioned idea. It is indeed timely, succinct and valuable and I do hope it will serve as a
catalyst to reunite the civil society process to push for the bare minimum without sacrificing
the larger long-term goal of a Common School System. Just as we do not postpone the
demand to make the public sector efficient pending the nationalisation of Multi National
Corporations let us not postpone the task of attending to Government schools pending the
creation of a Common School System. A bird in hand is better than two in the bush –
for the vast majority of the excluded children of India.

Babu Mathew
Country Director

ActionAid India
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UNESCO believes that education is an essential human right and achieving this for all
children is one of the biggest moral challenges of our times. The Right to education is an
integral part of the Organisation’s constitutional mandate which expresses ‘the belief of its
founders in full and equal opportunities for education for all’ and ‘to advance the ideal of
equality of educational opportunity’. In addition, the right to education is enshrined in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

During the World Education Forum held in Dakar, Senegal in 2000, the Right to Education
was strongly re-affirmed through the Education for All (EFA) goals including expanding
early childhood education, universal primary education, lifelong learning and skills, improving
educational quality, increasing adult literacy and gender parity in education. The target
devoted to primary education seeks to ensure that by 2015 all children, particularly girls,
children in difficult circumstances, and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to
and complete free and compulsory primary education of good quality. However, in spite of
all the commitments made by governments in Dakar and although many countries are
signatories to international instruments for providing education for all, millions of children
still remain deprived of educational opportunities, especially free and compulsory quality
basic education.

India has made a concrete effort to address this issue by amending its Constitution to
make quality elementary education the right of every child, thereby strengthening the
legal framework for providing free and compulsory quality elementary education for all
the country’s children.

I take pleasure in introducing this research study, The Fundamentals of the Fundamental
Right to Education in India which will serve as a useful advocacy tool in prioritising education
as an essential right as well as provide analysis about what a ‘rights-based’ model of
education should involve. Through its insightful, yet concise overview of the features behind
a rights-based approach to elementary education, the report states that there is a strong
justification for a Centrally-led legislation that underlies the new Constitutional Amendment
to make education free and compulsory which will ensure a degree of uniformity in the
educational provision across India.

Significantly, it also argues that since the Right to Education in the Indian Constitution is
limited to elementary education, there is a need for institutionalising a regular review of
policy so that ongoing changes can be made to promote access to higher education and
early childhood care and education. It recalls that recommendations of international human
rights bodies and declarations state that whereas primary education should be compulsory
and free, secondary and higher education should also be equally accessible to all.
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I believe this study will be effective in raising awareness about India’s legislative progress
towards ensuring that the right of free and compulsory education is not denied and in
sustaining the momentum to mobilise the Indian government and other stakeholders to
keep their promise to achieve Education for All by 2015.

Ms Minja Yang
Director and UNESCO Representative

New Delhi
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Introduction
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India is signatory to three key international instruments that guarantee the Right to
Education – Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Covenant), 1966 and the (UDHR) Convention on
the Rights of the Child (CRC), 1989. In 2002, India joined, albeit after fifty-two years of
Independence, the host of countries that provide a constitutional guarantee for free and
compulsory education (FCE).1 Article 21–A of the Indian Constitution casts a duty upon
the State to provide FCE to children in the age group of six to fourteen years, ‘as the State
may, by law, determine’.

Historically, there has been a demand for a law for FCE in India and several Central-level
legislative attempts have been taken towards this end. The last of such attempts resulted in
the Draft Right to Education Bill, 2005. One of several oppositions to this Bill came from
private unaided schools. They lobbied against a provision that required them to make a
twenty-five per cent reservation for poor children.2 The Centre kept this Bill in abeyance and
circulated to all States a modified version – the Model Right to Education Bill, 2006 (Model
Bill). A reading of the Model Bill reveals that some provisions were removed from the original
draft. The provision for reservation in private unaided schools was one of them.

Bridging the gap between private unaided schools and ‘government schools’3 is a prerequisite
for establishing a ‘common school system’.4 However, before embarking upon such a
mammoth task, one should prioritise and strengthen government schools across the country.
A recommendation to this effect was made by the Acharya Ramamurti Committee – “…the
fundamental problem in our system is caused, not by a minority of schools but by the
majority of schools, namely by the two categories that are fully supported by public funds,
the Government schools and the Local Body schools. These have, by and large, remained
outside the purview of any real educational audit, though they are required to submit many
forms of how small amounts of money are spent. Abolition of the private schools, urged by
several persons, will not solve the major educational problem, we feel. It can only be solved
when the majority school sector finds it possible to substantively raise its present level of
educational attainments and effectiveness.” 5 The authors therefore believe that energies
should first be focused on strengthening government schools as has been suggested by
the Acharya Ramamurti Committee. It follows therefore that legislative processes for FCE
should be broadly divided into two phases, where the first focuses on existing government
schools. At a later stage, the first process may be expanded to gradually bring within its
ambit private unaided schools.

In addition to the category of schools that the law should govern, a cohesive policy and
legislation on FCE requires greater clarity regarding the constituent elements of the ‘right
to education’. Need for such clarity has been highlighted by the UN Special Rapporteur on
Right to Education. She observes that, “…neither educational strategy nor educational
standards are necessarily informed by the right to education.”6 A similar concern has been
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expressed by Indian educationists who fear that the phrase “as the State may, by law,
determine” (in Article 21–A of the Constitution) gives sufficient scope for legitimising practices
that are inconsistent with a rights-based approach to education.7 A thorough inquiry into
the meaning and implication of a rights-approach will assist policy-makers, legislators and
activists guard against any inadvertent dilution of the fundamental right. Such an inquiry
will go a long way in strengthening existing dialogues for a law governing FCE. Above all, it
will contribute to the development of rights-based indicators which would be useful to evaluate
educational policies and schemes. This paper primarily aims to facilitate the creation of a
rights-framework which may be used to evaluate all existing policies, schemes and judicial
decisions. The authors believe that such a policy review using rights-based indicators is an
important pre-legislative step.8 However, it is important to clarify that this paper itself does
not undertake such a review, and hence it does not provide a descriptive narrative/critique
of either existing policies and schemes or judicial decisions. Further, one must also point
out that even though this paper attempts to analyse the different threads of a rights-based
model of school education,9 it certainly does not provide an exhaustive rights framework.
We urge all readers to view this as an effort at raising issues for a national debate on a
rights-based model of school education.

Section 2 of this paper explores the historical demand for FCE and traces the developments
leadingup to the Constitutional Amendment in 2001. Section 3 examines the need for a
comprehensive policy and programme of action on school education. It presents two models
of school education – a truancy model and a rights-based model and explores the latter in
some detail. Section 4 analyses existing State-level legislations on school education to
determine how they fare in a ‘rights-based’ assessment. Further, this section also examines
and builds the need for Central-level legislation on education, giving effect to the constitutional
guarantee for FCE.



En route to a
Fundamental
Right to Education
in India

3

The demand for free and compulsory education in the
pre-constitution era
A reading of Indian education history reveals that it was notorious for its lack of social
inclusiveness.10 The legendary tale of Ekalavya from the India Epic of Mahabharata
showcases such social exclusion.11 Till the nineteenth century A.D., education was largely
considered a privilege restricted to persons at the higher end of the caste and class
spectrum.12 Religious content of education, coupled with its elitist medium of instruction
were two factors that contributed to such exclusion. People from the lower castes, and the
so-called shudras (Dalit Bahujans) in particular were denied admission into Gurukulas or
Ashramas.13 A small reprieve came when the dominance of classic Vedic education was
overthrown by Buddhism and Jainism; and education was no longer confined to hermitages.14

The Muslim rulers of the Indian Sub-continent also did not consider education as a function
of the State. It was largely perceived as a branch of religion and was entrusted to theologians
called Ulemas.15 In short, in ancient and medieval India, education was a privilege available
only to a chosen few.

The British introduced modern education into the Indian-subcontinent.16 However, being
largely confined to Brahmins and higher classes, this system of education also excluded
the ‘masses’.17 For instance, while reporting about the educational situation in Bellary
(presently in the State of Karnataka) in the early nineteenth century A.D., Campbell, the
then District Collector observed that “it cannot have escaped the government that of nearly
a million of souls in this district, not 7000 are now at school … In many villages where
formerly there were schools, there are now none.” Similarly, missionary notice of 1856
stated that in all other parts of the country “a school, either government or missionary is as
rare as a light house on our coast… there are four schools existing among three or four
million of people.”18 The neglect of education by the British was also acknowledged by
Wood’s Despatch.19

The demand for a law on FCE which was made during the freedom struggle, sought to
break the above-mentioned heritage of an inequitable and neglected education system. In
their evidence placed before the Education Commission (Hunter Commission) appointed
in 1882, Dadabhai Naoroji and Jyothiba Phule demanded State-sponsored free education
for all children for at least four years. This demand was indirectly acknowledged in the
Commission’s recommendations on primary education.20 The Commission also
recommended that schools should be open to all castes and classes.21 Thereafter, the first
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law on compulsory education was introduced by the State of Baroda in 1906. This law
provided for compulsory education to boys and girls in the age groups of seven to twelve
years and seven to ten years respectively.22 In 1911, Gopal Krishna Gokhale moved a Bill
for compulsory education in the Imperial Legislative Assembly, albeit unsuccessfully, and
in the midst of stiff resistance.23 The Legislative Council of Bombay was the first amongst
the Provinces to adopt a law on compulsory education.24 Gradually, other Provinces followed
suit as control over school education was transferred to Indian Ministers under the
Government of India Act, 1919.25 However, even though Provincial Legislatures had greater
control and autonomy in enacting laws, progress in universalising education was poor due
to lack of control over resources.26

The idea of compulsory education was reiterated in 1937, at the All India National Conference
on Education held at Wardha where Gandhi mooted the idea of self-supporting ‘basic
education’ for a period of seven years through vocational and manual training. This concept
of self-support was floated in order to counter the Government’s persistent excuse of lack
of resources.27 The next landmark development in the history of FCE in India was the Post
War Plan of Education Development of 1944, also called the Sargent Plan, which
recommended FCE for eight years (six to fourteen years’ age group).

Despite the consistent demand for FCE during the freedom struggle, at the time of drafting
the Constitution, there was no unanimous view in favour of a fundamental right to education.28

The Constituent Assembly Debates reveal that an amendment was moved to alter the draft
Article relating to FCE. By this amendment, the term ‘entitled’ was removed from the draft
Article to ensure that education remained a non-justiciable policy directive in the
Constitution.29 Therefore, FCE made its way into the Constitution as a Directive Principle of
State Policy under former Article 45,30 whereby States were required to ensure the provision
of FCE to all children till the age of fourteen years within a period of ten years of the
commencement of the Constitution.

The demand for a fundamental right to education
The period spanning between 1950 to the judgement in Unnikrishnan’s Case in 1993 saw
several policy developments. The Indian Education Commission (Kothari Commission)
1964–1968, reviewed the status of education in India and made several recommendations.
Most important amongst these is its recommendation of a common school system with a
view to eliminating inequality in educational opportunities.31 Immediately thereafter, the
National Policy on Education (NPE), 1968 was formed. This Policy was the first official
document evidencing the Indian Government’s commitment towards school education. It
dealt with issues of equalisation of educational opportunity and sought to adopt a common
school system in order to promote social cohesion.32 Interestingly, it even required special
schools to provide a proportion of free studentships to prevent social segregation in schools.33

Nevertheless, it retained the status of FCE as a ‘directive principle’.34

Subsequently, the National Policy on Education, 1986, re-affirmed the goal of universalisation
of school education and promised to take measures to achieve a common school system.35

This policy document once again did not discuss or aim to alter the legal status of FCE in
India, i.e., FCE continued to remain a non-justiciable Directive Principle of State Policy. On
the contrary, the 1986 Policy has been criticised for having introduced non-formal education
into India, and therefore having reduced the constitutional obligation of full-time schooling.36

The first official recommendation for the inclusion of a fundamental right to education
was made in 1990 by the Acharya Ramamurti Committee.37 Thereafter, several political
as well as policy level changes influenced the course of FCE. The country witnessed an
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increased international focus on its initiatives regarding FCE after its participation in the
World Conference on Education for All in 1990. India also ratified the UNCRC in 1992.
The World Bank funded District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) was introduced
in 1994 under the auspices of the IMF-World Bank Structural Adjustment Programme.
DPEP introduced a five-year ‘primary education’ programme and a system of appointment
of para-teachers. From the point of view of a ‘right’ to education, this five-year programme
and the appointment of para-teachers have been criticised as having diluted the
constitutional norm of quality compulsory schooling for children till the age of fourteen.38

The use of the phrase ‘primary education’ and its corresponding five-year programme
under DPEP may be contrasted with Dr B R Ambedkar’s observations at the time of
drafting the Constitution. He opposed the introduction of the phrase ‘primary education’
in draft Article 36 (corresponding to former Article 45) on the ground that the State was
obliged to keep children below the age of fourteen years in an educational institution to
prevent them from being employed as child labour.39

A great legal breakthrough was achieved in 1992 when the Supreme Court of India held in
Mohini Jain v State of Karnataka40, that “the ‘right to education’ is concomitant to fundamental
rights enshrined under Part III of the Constitution” and that “every citizen has a right to
education under the Constitution”. The Supreme Court subsequently reconsidered the above-
mentioned judgement in the case of Unnikrishnan, J P v State of Andhra Pradesh41. The
Court (majority judgement) held that “though right to education is not stated expressly as a
fundamental right, it is implicit in and flows from the right to life guaranteed under Article
2142… (and) must be construed in the light of the Directive Principles of the Constitution.
Thus, ‘right to education’ understood in the context of Article 45 and 41 means: (a) every
child/citizen of this country has a right to free education until he completes the age of
fourteen years and (b) after a child/citizen completes fourteen years, his right to education
is circumscribed by the limits of the economic capacity of the State and its development.”

The Unnikrishnan Judgement empowered people with a legal claim to FCE. This is evidenced
by a spate of litigations that relied upon the principle of law laid down in the Unnikrishnan
Judgement.43 A combination of forces from different quarters, viz, support from the judiciary,
greater international attention and increased civil society and grass-roots level campaigns
exerted tremendous pressure on the Government to introduce a fundamental right to
education.44 A Constitutional Amendment bill45 for the inclusion of a fundamental right to
education was moved in the Parliament amidst much criticism and debate regarding the
contents of the Bill.46 The said amendment proposed that Article 21–A (fundamental right
to free and compulsory education for children in the age group of six to fourteen years) be
introduced, former article 45 (the then existing directive principle on FCE) be deleted and
Article 51–A(k) (fundamental duty on parents) be introduced. In November 2001 the Bill
was re-numbered as the 93rd Bill and the 83rd Bill was withdrawn. The 93rd Bill proposed
that former Article 45 be amended to provide for early childhood care and education instead
of being deleted altogether. Despite continued criticism against the altered version,47 the
Bill was passed in 2002 as the 86th Constitutional Amendment Act.48

Currently, under Article 21–A of the Constitution, every child between the ages of six and
fourteen has a fundamental right to ‘free and compulsory’ education, which the State shall
provide ‘in such manner as the State may, by law, determine.’ Early childhood care and
education (for children up to six years of age) is provided for as a Directive Principle of
State Policy under Article 45 of the Constitution. Furthermore, Article 51–A(k) imposes a
‘fundamental duty’ on parents to provide educational opportunities to their children in the
age group of six to fourteen years.



Determining the
Content of Law

6

Coercive and non-coercive rules within a rights framework
While Article 21–A of the Constitution provides for a fundamental right to FCE and mentions
the age group for which the right is guaranteed, the remaining content of the right is left to
be regulated by law. As has already been mentioned, one needs to understand the various
strands of such a ‘fundamental right’ in order to develop a clear rights-based policy
and legislation.

Before getting into an inquiry into the elements of the ‘right to education’, it is important to
briefly discuss Amartya Sen’s caveat on legislating for a human right. He points out that
legislations, which go a long way towards ensuring enforceability of specific minimum
entitlements, may also have the negative effect of giving restrictive or limited interpretations.
Legislations may also give rise to policy inaction on the ground that specific legal rules
have been complied with.49 For example, if a law lays down that the duty of the State is to
ensure x, y, z, then the State will restrict its activities to ensuring x, y, z, without looking
beyond that framework. Therefore, while legislation is certainly a welcome development, it
should not be treated as the only vehicle of implementing human rights. The legislation
should be supplemented by non-coercive rules for effective implementation of the human
right.50 A similar observation has also been made by the Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (CESCR), that mere adoption of legislative measures is not exhaustive
of a State’s international obligation under the Covenant.51

Most importantly, Amartya Sen’s caveat reiterates the need for a comprehensive policy
and programme of action (as non-coercive rules) that can supplement legislation. Therefore,
legislation is a necessary, but not a sufficient means of implementing the fundamental right
to education. In this context, it is useful to introduce Evans’ method of developing legislation.
He discusses the importance of non-legislative tools for implementing human rights and
further develops a model of legislative process that incorporates human rights analysis.
The first step in the Evans Model entails ‘policy formulation, including consultation within
and outside government’.52 It is amply clear that policy formulation is indispensable not
only from the point of view of legislative processes but also from the point of view of
implementing human rights. It follows therefore that the State should develop a
comprehensive policy and programme that will guide all actions taken by the State in the
field of school education.
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Further, the caveat needs to be factored into legislative processes and adequate safeguards
need to be built into any law governing FCE. While there cannot be a fool-proof mechanism
of countering negative outcomes of law, the identifiable negative outcomes may be mitigated.
For instance, governmental inaction could be countered through institutionalised periodic
review of policy as well as law to ensure that periodic progressive changes are made to
both.53 In addition to such periodic review of policies, there should be an institutionalised
periodic review of implementation of both policy and law. Under the Evans’ legislative model,
such a review process constitutes the final step of the very ‘legislative process’.54 The
recommendation of the Constitution Review Commission (the Commission) is extremely
useful in this context. The Commission recommended that an independent National
Education Commission, on the lines of the Finance Commission, should be set up every
five years to assess and report to the Parliament the progress made in achieving
constitutional directives.55 It also recommended that the Planning Commission should devote
a section to socio-economic rights (including the right to education) in all its plans.56

Another area in which non-coercive measures assume importance is in the enhancement
of teaching and non-teaching staff quality. The quality of school education depends on the
quality of teaching staff, non-teaching staff, sensitivity and awareness of administrative
staff in various government departments. Therefore, training and developing the capacities
of such personnel is a critical component of school education.

This caveat is also significant in India because the fundamental right to education is limited
to the age group of six to fourteen years. This not only excludes early childhood care and
education (ECCE) but also excludes higher education. Internationally, the human right to
education includes the right to education at all stages that are fundamental and basic,
including the right to ECCE.57 Ideally, any law implementing the fundamental right to
education should off-set this exclusion. However, in the event that the law does not provide
for a right to ECCE, the State should draw up concrete schemes (non-coercive rules) to
ensure that ECCE is provided. Currently, the Integrated Child Development Scheme provides
for the same. However, the nature of pre-school education, the quality of pre-school education
as well as its linkage with formal school education needs to be examined in greater detail.58

Similarly, if the State does not provide a right to higher education, then it may provide
schemes facilitating access to such education.

The interdependent and inter-connected nature of human rights59 also underscores the
need for non-coercive measures for implementing a particular human right. The success of
any rights-based model seeking to implement the right to education would depend upon
the realisation of other rights of a child, such as health, nutrition, freedom from exploitation
and abuse, and so on. Therefore, it becomes imperative to strengthen the implementation
of allied rights through non-coercive means, if not through legislative provisions. Hence, it
would be useful to examine the linkages between the right to education and other rights
and suggest methods of strengthening the implementation of such other rights in the context
of school education.

Conceptualising a rights-based model
Having discussed the importance of the supplementary role of non-coercive rules, this
section will now examine the building blocks of a rights-based model. In its most simple
and common formulation, ‘x’ is said to have a right to something (claim) only if there is a
corresponding duty/duties on some other person/persons. Therefore, rights are grounds
for duties in others.
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First, the human rights claims of rights-holders (to education) and the corresponding
obligations of duty-bearers should be outlined.60 Such a process should be preceded by
the identification of rights-holders and corresponding duty-bearers. Thereafter, the scope
and nature of legally enforceable claims should be outlined, i.e., the law should
unambiguously lay down minimum entitlements of rights-holders.61

While identifying minimum entitlements, it would be helpful to keep in mind the range of
relationships and spaces within and outside the school education system that impact a
child’s participation in school education. At least the following four relationships may be
used as a starting point for an inquiry regarding minimum entitlements - “State-child”, “child-
parent”, “State-parent” and “State-community-child-parent”.62 The law should be very clear
on whether each of these relationships will be regulated and the scope of such regulation.63

The scope and extent of human rights claims and duties would vary according to the
relationship (context) within which they are located. For instance, how much responsibility
does the State have towards the child and how much responsibility does the parent have
towards the child? What measures can the State take in order to protect the rights of the
child without completely superseding the rights of parents? Similarly, at least the following
two spaces, namely, ‘school’ and ‘home’ (including institutions, hostels and so on), influence
the performance of a child in school. Therefore, claims and duties should also be examined
at least in these two contexts.64

Minimum entitlements may broadly be categorised as quantitative and qualitative. There is
no fixed or clear demarcation between quantitative and qualitative entitlements. Alternatively,
without classifying minimum entitlements as quantitative/qualitative, they may be classified
according to the framework developed by the UN Special Rapporteur on Right to Education,
and subsequently adopted by the CESCR in its General Comment on Right to Education.65

According to the said framework, the State has four duties, namely, the duties to make
schools ‘available’, ‘accessible’, ‘acceptable’ and ‘adaptable’.66 One of the most important
components of the duty to make schools available obliges the State to make a financial
investment to ensure that a sufficient number of ‘functional’ schools are provided.67 Further,
the State should also make public schools ‘accessible’ by ensuring that they are free of
cost68 and free from discriminatory practices.69 Right to acceptability in education obliges
the State to ensure that the curriculum is acceptable to parents and children; that language
does not form a barrier to education; and that schools are ‘child-friendly’.70 Adaptability
imposes on the State the duty to make the content flexible enough to adapt to the changing
needs of students within their cultural settings.71 Therefore, a legal system that seeks to
address the right to education should necessarily develop enforceable minimum norms
that correspond to each of the above-mentioned duties. Such enforceable minimum norms
should be developed taking into account various human rights principles.72

Furthermore, a rights-based model should develop capacity-building strategies for not only
rights-holders’ to claim their rights but also for duty bearers to fulfill their obligations.73

Capacity-building of rights-holders involves two fundamental elements: a) building awareness
of the right and b) creating an enabling environment to access the rights that have been
guaranteed. Therefore, awareness-building and dissemination of information are an inherent
part of a rights-model of school education. Likewise, capacity-building of duty bearers through
human rights education and requisite professional training (for teaching staff, non-teaching
staff, district education officials, officers in the ministry of education and so on) is also part
of such a model.74
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Most importantly, the law should clearly lay down methods of locating accountability for failures
in the system, which can be used as a method of grievance redressal in case of rights
violations.75 In order to succeed in such a process, the duty-bearers at each level should be
identified clearly. A grievance redressal mechanism should be set up to expedite disposal of
grievances and ensure that children are admitted into schools in the shortest possible time.
For example, the Karnataka Grama Panchayat’s (School Development and Monitoring
Committees [SDMC]) (Model) bye-Laws, 2006 has a separate time-bound school-level
grievance redressal mechanism for a range of complaints such as employing children as
child labour, physical and sexual abuse, sexual harassment, other forms of indignity, negligence,
dereliction of duties, misdemeanor and misconduct, mismanagement, misappropriation of
funds and so on by teaching, non-teaching staff as well as SDMC members.76

The framework should also clearly set out mechanisms that incorporate human rights
principles and standards for monitoring and evaluating progress and processes in school
education.77 It may be argued that the right to education falls within the overall child-rights
framework and should therefore adhere to at least the following four non-negotiable ‘general
principles’ laid down by the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989 (CRC).78 These are
the principles of non-discrimination and equality, best interests of the child, survival and
development of the child and child participation. In addition to other criteria that may be
developed, these should also be used to evaluate the performance of the State in
implementing the right to FCE.

Another useful aide in developing a rights-based model of legislation is Asbjoern Eide’s
three-level typology of States’ duties, which was developed in the context of right to food.
This typology is now widely accepted and used as a framework for examining States’
human rights obligations generally. According to Eide, human rights impose a three-fold
duty on the State – the duty to respect, the duty to protect, and the duty to facilitate or fulfill
human rights.79

● The duty to respect implies that the State should refrain from taking measures that
interfere with implementing the right.80 For example, in the context of right to food, the
CESCR observed that the duty of the State to respect the right to food casts an obligation
on them to refrain from imposing food embargoes. 81 Similarly, in the context of education,
it may be argued that the State’s duty to respect education casts a duty on it to ensure
that measures interfering with access (to education) are not introduced.

● The duty to protect requires the State to ensure that the State/enterprises/individuals
do not deprive children of their right.82 For example, engaging children as labour would
amount to an act of depriving the child of her right to education. The State should
provide adequate safeguards against such deprivation or alternatively provide methods
of locating responsibility and rectifying such problems.

● The duty of the State to facilitate and fulfill the human right calls upon the State to pro-
actively facilitate and provide the right to FCE.83 The State should therefore take measures
to strengthen people’s access to and utilisation of resources. Further, whenever an
individual or group is unable to enjoy the right to FCE for reasons beyond their control,
the State has an obligation to fulfill (provide) that right directly. This third element is
extremely crucial as it creates a positive duty on the State as opposed to a negative
duty. It necessitates the creation of an enabling framework of law that removes barriers
(at least those that can be identified) to education.84 For example, in the context of
school education, demand of documentary proof of residence, birth certificate and so
on, which operate as a barrier against admission into schools, should be eliminated/
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mitigated. It also distinguishes the traditional truancy model of legislation from a rights-
based model. Compulsory education laws have traditionally revolved around monitoring
attendance and imposing penalty on truants/ their parents. Historically, police officers worked
part-time as truant officers. Therefore, truant officers’ primary function was akin to that of
the police; and many of the attendance order boxes were also placed in police stations.85

The policing model of education and crime is theoretically opposed to a rights-approach
because it is not enabling. Moreover, it shifts the onus of the State on to the parent/guardian.
It is largely premised on a fundamentally flawed assumption about human behaviour which
claims that poor parents are unwilling or reluctant to send their children to school. Based
on this assumption, the law draws up an elaborate framework of monitoring and penalising
defaulting parents and children instead of strengthening access and resource-utilisation of
poor parents and their children. For example, consider a situation where a poor parent is
unable to send her child to school because of her need for an additional source of income
or additional help for household chores. Under the truancy model, such a parent is
automatically denounced as an unwilling parent who does not or is unable to appreciate
the benefits of formal school education. This unwilling parent is penalised under the truancy
model and very little is done to change the underlying causes of truancy.86 In complete
contrast to this, a rights-based model demands the State should take measures to strengthen
the access right of the child by creating an environment conducive to formal schooling. In
this context, it is pertinent to mention MV Foundation’s experiments with re-allocating time
and household chores of mothers to ensure that girl children are allowed to go to school,
i.e, a simple time-management technique solved truancy as opposed to imposition of penalty.
Alternatively, provision of crèches at the work-site has dramatically improved attendance
of girl children. Such examples buttress the argument that policing is not the best method
of enforcing attendance. More importantly, a rights-based model does not have any room
for punishing poor parents and their children for absenteeism. It is the duty of the State to
create an enabling framework of law as part of its duty to fulfill the right.

Finally, an ideal rights-based model should not only be in accordance with the remaining
provisions of Part III of the Constitution (i.e. other fundamental rights) but should also
incorporate the recommendations of international human rights bodies to inform each step
of the process.87 Article 14 of the Constitution guarantees equality before the law;
Article 15 of the Constitution prohibits discrimination but empowers the State to take
affirmative action measures for the socially and educationally backward; Article 21 of the
Constitution guarantees right to life, which includes right to dignity. The provisions of the
CRC should be read into Article 21 in order to give it meaning in the context of school
education.88 Finally, it is also important to take note of Article 24 of the Constitution, which
prohibits the employment of children in hazardous employments.

A combination of the various rights frameworks outlined above clearly indicates that the right
to education should be protected not only by positive rights but also by negative rights.

Core principles in a rights-based model
As mentioned before, the claim or scope of the right would be influenced by international
human rights principles and other fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution. The
CRC has laid down four core rights which have subsequently been interpreted as ‘general
principles’ by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (the Committee) – principles of non-
discrimination89, best interests of the child, survival and development of the child and child
participation. These could be used to understand how a school should operate within a
rights-based model.90
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Exploring the principle of equality and non-discrimination, the first component of equality is
equality of resources and the problem of economically generated inequalities in education.
Economic inequality leads to inequality in access, participation and outcomes in education.91

Scholars have identified processes within education systems that contribute to such
inequality. For example, studies have repeatedly shown that selection or admission
procedures, grouping procedures used to locate students in different streams in higher
education, systems of curriculum, syllabus design and assessment contribute to inequality
in the education system.92 Most Indian schools have entrance examinations, collect capitation
fees, have strenuous interview procedures and so on at the stage of admission; several
schools also adopt a system of classifying ‘toppers’ in one class and failures in another.
Tackling such inequality is a very complicated process and requires intervention that may
fall outside the purview of coercive rules (laws). Nevertheless, one solution that has been
presented is that admission, selection procedures, and grouping should be made ‘transparent
and open to democratic scrutiny and public challenge’.93 Therefore, a rights-based law
which adopts the principle of equality should adopt a two-pronged approach of banning
identifiable discriminatory processes as well as ensuring that all other processes in schools
are made public in order to facilitate public scrutiny and challenge, if required.

Another facet of equality in education is the equality of respect and recognition. In aiming
to achieve such equality, the law should address status-related inequalities based on class,
caste, race, religion, language, gender and sexuality, profession of parents, disability and
so on. In order to solve problems that arise out of status-discrimination, two approaches
have been suggested – a policy of inclusion coupled with information dissemination on
status-inequality, i.e. equality education and human rights education.94 Therefore, it is also
important to look at ‘human rights education’ from the point of view of minimum entitlement
in school curriculum.

Equality of power also forms an important element of equality in education. Power operates
from the macro to the micro level. At the micro-level or school-level, equality of power may
be facilitated through democratic decision-making on issues concerning the school, where
children as well as parents are allowed to participate in the decision-making processes. For
example, the Government of Karnataka has introduced school-level democratic decision-
making to some extent through the Karnataka Grama Panchayat’s (School Development
and Monitoring Committees [SDMC]) (Model) Bye-Laws, 2006. The bye-laws provide that
an SDMC, a body which includes parents and children, should be formed in every
government/government-aided school. All decisions regarding the school are required to
be taken by this body; and all members are given equal decision-making power during
meetings. At the macro-level, democratising education would imply that all actors in education
have the opportunity to engage in education planning. An ideal rights-based law should
also acknowledge and provide for methods of participatory education planning at the Centre
and State levels.

Therefore, in a rights-based model of school education, all facets of equality should be
included and methods of facilitating such equality should be made part of the legal
entitlements of a child.

Minimum entitlements in the context of availability and accessibility
This section will explore minimum entitlements within the framework presented by the
UN Special Rapporteur and the CESCR. They have developed a four-fold duty framework
of availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability. Since there are several overlaps
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between these categories, this paper combines availability and accessibility on the one
hand and acceptability and adaptability on the other.

The State should make an adequate financial investment to make schools ‘available’.95

Further, the law should clearly define the ‘availability and accessibility’ norm as a legally
enforceable minimum. In defining the same, different components should be considered –
physical accessibility (radius within which school should be available, problems pertaining
to safety in access and so on), economic accessibility (cost of access) and socio-cultural
accessibility (language barriers, issues pertaining to discrimination at the time of access).
The said norm should also be constructed in light of the State’s constitutional duty towards
socially and educationally backward communities.96 It should also clarify the ‘type of school’
that is required to be made available by the State. For example, while studying the educational
status of Muslims in the country, and in light of the State’s policy of modernising Madarsas
(centres for religious education of Muslims), the Sachar Committee has observed that the
‘type of educational institution in which children study is also an important marker of
educational status’.97 It has further observed that the Government has a duty under Article
21–A to ensure that sufficient ‘mainstream schools are made accessible to Muslim children.’98

The Sachar Committee also categorically stated as follows: “…The need for mainstream
schools to provide free and compulsory education (which is the responsibility of the State)
cannot be overlooked. ‘Reform’ of Madarsas and providing education through mainstream
schools are not substitute strategies….”99 The issue raised in this report viz-a-viz, the ‘type
of school’ (mainstream/non-mainstream) is crucial from the point of developing a rights-
based legislation for school education. The minimum norm that is enshrined in any statute
should categorically define the ‘type of school’ (for example, ‘mainstream, full-time formal
school’) that children should have access to. In addition to an enforceable common minimum
norm, the State may also be required to take affirmative action measures targeting special
groups. For example, the UN Special Rapporteur has pointed out that the duty to make
schools ‘available’ to girls may necessitate special measures targeting girls.100

In relation to ‘economic accessibility’, while the CESCR is against imposition of ‘direct
costs’ such as fees, donations, capitation fees etc., there seems to be some ambiguity with
respect to ‘indirect costs’. The CESCR has laid down that indirect costs, though generally
are not permissible, may be allowed on a case-to-case basis.101 The UN Special Rapporteur
has recommended that all direct and indirect costs of education are the responsibility of
the Government. A similar approach is taken by the Committee on the Rights of the Child
(the Committee). For example, in its 27th Session, the Committee observed as follows: “In
addition, the Committee is concerned that in practice primary education is not free and that
many parents have to pay school fees as well as related costs such as for uniforms and
equipment, which remain too expensive for most families.”102

There is no uniform international State practice on this issue. While assessing a demand
that textbooks should also be provided free of cost as part of ‘free education’, the
constitutional Court of the Czech Republic has held that free does not imply that the State
has to bear all costs. The Court has stated that ‘free’ in primary education means that the
State would bear the costs of establishing schools, their maintenance and operation.
However, tuition and teaching materials need not be free.103 Textbooks are reportedly provided
free of charge in Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Japan,
Sri Lanka and Sweden.104 In some others, like Nepal and Russia, subsidies are provided
for textbooks. Loan arrangements are also made in countries like Armenia where textbooks
are reportedly loaned to pupils against the payment of an annual fee and/or the parents
have to contribute to the cost of textbooks.105
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Despite the international variance in the meaning of this term, if costs, both direct and
indirect, are viewed as a ‘barrier’ to education, then automatically, in a rights-approach,
there can be no room for direct or indirect costs of education. Experiences at the field show
that the notion of free education cannot be limited to a tuition fee waiver or to few incentives
such as mid-day meal scheme. For example, a majority of children from scheduled castes
and scheduled tribes require residential schools to receive meaningful school education.
Despite existing incentives, the economic and social conditions of such parents compel
them to withdraw their children from schools due to their inability to provide them with bare
minimum requirements at home which would facilitate learning after school hours. Therefore,
the concept of free education should take into account such factors. For example, as
suggested by the Sachar Committee, economically and educationally backward children
should also be given a right to access ‘community resource centres’ for the purpose of
studying after school hours.106 Other important aspects of minimum entitlements are related
to minimum schooling years, infrastructure requirements, number of schooling hours, ratio
of students to teacher, qualification of teachers, guarantee against violence and exploitation
in schools and guarantee of safe school environment.107.

Another crucial component of minimum entitlement is closely connected with the issue of
bridge/transition course. In order to ensure that the right to formal schooling ultimately
reaches children who have been marginalised due to socio-economic conditions, the law
should also provide for a right to be integrated into mainstream schools.

This section has therefore explored some ideas in relation to minimum entitlements within
the framework of the State’s duties to make schools ‘available and accessible’.

Minimum entitlements in the context of acceptability and adaptability
One of the most complex aspects of ‘acceptability and adaptability’ is the curriculum of
education. Curriculum is not only important from the point of view of entitlements but is
also important in the context of compulsion and the nature of relationship between the
State and the parent regarding the child’s education. Since ‘compulsion’ involves State
coercion, it has on several occasions been diametrically opposed to parental religious,
moral and philosophical convictions.108 Therefore, any law on FCE should clarify the following
aspects of compulsion – first, compulsion of attendance and consequences of non-
attendance; second, compulsion in curriculum.

Compulsory attendance within a rights-based framework
Compulsory attendance rules, which are backed by punitive measures, place the onus on
parents to ensure that children are attending schools. This is a central attribute of a truancy
model of legislation. As mentioned before, in contradistinction to a truancy model, a rights
approach should necessarily be enabling and place the onus on the State. Interestingly,
the National Advisory Council of India also observed that the existing Indian State laws
place the onus on the parent/guardian and are therefore ‘not in the spirit of the 86th

amendment of the Constitution’.109 This therefore corroborates our argument that the ‘right’
as envisaged in the Constitution is diametrically opposed to existing truancy models. A
rights-based law should aim to provide solutions to problems/barriers. In any event, a rights-
approach does not permit the imposition of punishment on persons who are unable to send
their children to school due to socio-economic or cultural barriers. It should be reiterated at
this point that the nature of the punitive measure is immaterial, i.e., even community service
(punitive measure) as provided for under the Draft Right to Education Bill, 2005 goes against
the basic tenor of a rights-approach to education. The imposition of punitive measures is
also a classic illustration of Amartya Sen’s argument that in the over zealous attempt to
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create a law enforcing a human right, the human right itself may be detrimentally affected.110

A rights-based model should bring about a complete focus shift from policing attendance
to creating environments which are conducive to compulsory education. This can be done
only by addressing complex problems arising out of child labour, child marriage, lack of
housing, malnutrition, migration and so on.

The other aspect of compulsory attendance is the creation of legal exceptions to compulsion.
A truancy model coupled with so-called exceptions to compulsion may result in negating
‘social accountability.’111 For example, several State laws make ‘absence of a neighbourhood
school’ an exception to compulsion.112 Instead of imposing a positive duty on the State to
make available adequate schools in the neighbourhood, the State exempts parents from
penalty where there are no schools. Such an approach is opposed to a rights-based model.
In a rights-approach, availability of schools according to the prescribed norm would be a
minimum entitlement which is justiciable.

Compulsory education vs. freedom of religion
While dealing with the issue of compulsion and legal exceptions, one needs to examine the
conflict between compulsory education and right to freedom of religion. At the outset it is
important to clarify that all human rights instruments re-affirm parental choice with respect
to education in accordance with their religious and moral conviction.113 Article 25 of the
Constitution guarantees freedom of religion. However, this is subject to the other provisions
in Part III of the Constitution, which deals with fundamental rights.114 This would imply that
the fundamental right to freedom of religion (Article 25) is subject to the fundamental right
to FCE (Article 21–A).

Two types of conflicts may arise between compulsory education and religion. The first is a
direct conflict where parents may want to provide purely religious education to their children.
In cases of such direct conflict, it may be argued that the parent’s freedom of religion under
Article 25 of the Constitution is subject to Article 21–A. Therefore, taking the argument to
its logical conclusion, it may be said that no parent would be in a position to choose religious
education to the complete exclusion of free and compulsory formal education.

The second type of conflict occurs where religious beliefs are opposed to the curriculum of
education in government schools. The following case illustrates the need for clarity around
right to content in education. The issue of parental choice and content regulation was dealt
with by the European Court of Human Rights in the case of Kjeldsen, Busk Madsen and
Pedersen v. Denmark.115 The applicants were parents of children who were going to State
primary schools in Denmark. As per the Danish Constitution, all children have the right to
FCE in State primary schools.116 The State had introduced compulsory sex education in
State primary schools as part of the curriculum. This change in curriculum was introduced
by a Bill passed by the Parliament. There were guidelines and safeguards against:

● Showing pornography.
● Teachers giving sex education to pupils when they were alone.
● Giving information on methods of sexual intercourse.
● Using vulgar language while imparting sex education.

The applicants, who were parents of school going children, gave several petitions to
have their children exempted from sex education in concerned State schools. However,
these requests were not met and all of them withdrew their children from the said schools.

The applicants argued that the Denmark Government had violated Article 2 of Protocol
No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights, which states: “No person shall be
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denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions which it assumes in relation
to education and to teaching, the State shall respect the right of parents to ensure such
education and teaching in conformity with their own religions and philosophical convictions.”117

The State argued that Article 2 would cover only religious instruction and not all forms of
instruction. The Court rejected this argument and held that any teaching should respect
parents’ religious and moral convictions. However, the Court also held that Article 2 would
be violated only if while imparting sex education, the teachers advocated sex at a particular
age or particular type of sexual behaviour. Moreover, the parents still had the freedom to
educate their children at home to instill their own religious convictions and beliefs and
therefore, imparting sex education per se was not a violation of Article 2.

This case is merely illustrative of the possible tensions between freedom of religion and
right to content in education. It also brings to fore the importance of factoring in such
tensions while outlining a child’s right to content in education.

Content regulation
While the Danish Case assumes importance in the Indian context because there have
been similar objections to sex education in schools,118 it is also important to examine
objections to content on other grounds. For example, objections to content have been
raised on the ground that the content prejudices children or incites them against a particular
section of the society.119 At this juncture, it is pertinent to mention the observations of the
UN Special Rapporteur on Education with respect to content. She notes that curriculum
should be devoid of prejudice and incitement.120 Therefore, a combination of a positive and
a negative right to curriculum may adequately guard against such problems. For example,
every child should have a right to a core non-negotiable secular content in education that is
coupled with the duty of the State to refrain from arbitrarily interfering with such content.
Right to education should include safeguards against propaganda-driven curriculum or
syllabus. Therefore, guarding against arbitrary alteration or revision of existing curriculum
would necessitate the creation of systematic processes and procedures for developing and
revising syllabus at all levels – Centre, State, District and so on. Therefore, the negative
right is a procedural right against arbitrary revision whereas the positive right is a substantive
right to minimum secular content.

Compulsion and medium of instruction
Another controversial issue in the Indian context is the medium of instruction. For example,
while defining the nature of the relationship between the parent and the State and also
defining the scope of compulsion, the law should address whether a child should be compelled
to attend a government school where the medium of instruction is completely alien to the
child. Alternatively, the law should examine whether the right to education includes the right
to be educated in a manner that is not alien to the child, i.e., where language is not a barrier
to education. It is pertinent to note that the UN Special Rapporteur has discussed language
as a barrier while examining the State’s duty to make education ‘acceptable’.121

This issue has been examined by the European Court of Human Rights in the Belgian
Linguistic Case.122 The applicants were French-speaking Belgian nationals who were
aggrieved that the Belgian Government had not set up any government school in their
district, whose language of instruction was French. It is important to note that there were
other French-medium schools, which were not within the same district. The Court held that
the State was under no obligation to respect the linguistic preferences of parents. This is
because Article 2 of Protocol No. 2 to the European Convention on Human Rights states
that the State “…shall respect the right of parents to ensure such education and teaching
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in conformity with their own religious and philosophical convictions.” The Court held that
the phrase ‘religious and philosophical convictions’ does not include linguistic preferences.123

The Court further held that non-provision of education in a particular language of instruction
does not amount to discrimination based on language.124

Even though it may be argued that lack of schools in a particular medium of instruction
does not amount to discrimination, given the extent of migration and diversity in language
in the Indian context, language may be a termed as barrier to school education.125 Therefore,
in order to make school education an effective right, the law should necessarily address
the language issue in such a manner that it enables all children to attend schools and
participate meaningfully.

Role of the community within a rights framework
The law should also spell out the kind of relationship the State should create with respect
to ‘State–communities–children’ in the context of education. For example, how should the
law respond to employers who engage children in labour; how should education be factored
into disaster management and rehabilitation plans? The State’s duty to protect the right
implies that the State has a duty to protect a child’s right to education from any form of
interference or hindrance.

Another aspect of the ‘State–communities–children’ relationship is the empowerment of
communities, i.e., communities should be empowered with a right of participation in school
education. As mentioned before, the Karnataka example of community participatory methods
of school management is a case in point.

This section has attempted to identify some factors that form the back-bone of a rights-
based approach to school education. Each of these factors needs to be debated and
discussed in light of already existing policies, schemes and pronouncements by the judiciary.
This section has also sought to provide a brief insight into some controversial issues that
need to be threshed out before drawing up policy and legislation for school education.
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Assessment of state level legislations from the ‘Rights’ perspective
Clarity regarding the phrase ‘rights-based’ alone is not sufficient for realising the fundamental
right to education. In order to effectively ensure that every child is guaranteed the core
non-negotiable minimum education outlined, the type of legislation becomes crucial. For
example, how can a child in Sikkim and a child in Kerala enjoy the same core non-negotiable
guarantees to education? If for example, a child in Sikkim receives only five years of
compulsory education and a child in Kerala receives eight years of compulsory education,
then this would definitely be violative of ‘equitable’ education. In the words of the National
Knowledge Commission, “…it (the right to education) cannot be dependent upon which
state a citizen lives in…”126 Therefore, there exists a prima facie case for the creation of
uniform standards across India for ensuring that children are entitled to the same guarantees
and core non-negotiable minima. This prima facie case for uniformity is further strengthened
by our analysis of existing State-level laws on school education.

The State legislations that have been analysed in this paper were enacted prior to the
Constitutional Amendment in 2002. The following States’ laws have been examined – Jammu
and Kashmir, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala,
Rajasthan, Delhi, Sikkim, Punjab, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Meghalaya. The
Meghalaya law does not recognise the concept of compulsory school education.

From amongst the laws that we analysed, it was found that all States penalise parents for
their children’s poor attendance (without adequate justifications)127 in schools, and therefore
they fall squarely within a truancy model of legislation.128 Some even criminalise
non-attendance and make the offence punishable with a fine.129

In addition, most States’ laws do not guarantee compulsory education to all children. On
the contrary, to quote Weiner, “…compulsory education laws in India do not make education
compulsory: they merely establish the conditions under which state governments may make
education compulsory in specified areas”130, i.e., they merely make compulsory education
permissive. It is entirely up to the discretion of the local authority concerned to draw up a
scheme for compulsion under such laws. Therefore, where compulsory education is merely
permissive, the question of a justiciable right to education does not arise at all, unless a
particular area is brought under a scheme of compulsory education. The Bombay Primary
Education Act, 1947; The Kerala Education Act, 1958; Delhi Primary Education Act, 1960;
Punjab Primary Education Act, 1960; The Rajasthan Primary Education Act, 1964; The
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West Bengal Primary Education Act, 1973; The Assam Elementary Education Act, 1974;
The Andhra Pradesh Education Act, 1982 fall under this category. These require immediate
amendments bringing them in line with the constitutional mandate of FCE. The Karnataka
Education Act, 1983; The Tamil Nadu Compulsory Primary Education Act, 1994; The
Himachal Pradesh Compulsory Primary Education Act, 1997; Sikkim Primary Education
Act, 2000; The Jammu and Kashmir School Education Act, 2002; and the Madhya Pradesh
Jan Shiksha Adhiniyam, 2002 make primary education compulsory.

However, even amongst the laws that make primary education compulsory, two are
superseded by Article 21–A of the Constitution. The Himachal Pradesh law defines a child
as a person between the age of six and eleven years, which has been superseded by
Article 21–A of the Constitution.131 The Madhya Pradesh law makes compulsory education
mandatory for all children from the age of five to fourteen years.132 It also incorporates the
principle of non-discrimination.133 It defines ‘free’ as a tuition fee waiver. However, it provides
that where the Parent Teacher Association of a particular school consents to imposing a
school development fee, then such a fee may be imposed.134 It may be argued that this
provision has been superseded by Article 21–A of the Constitution.

Therefore, the only law that provides for compulsory education and is not superseded by
the Constitution is the Jammu and Kashmir Act. It defines a child as a person aged between
six and fourteen years.135 However, it does not elaborate upon any other details or minimum
entitlements; does not affirm any principle of human rights law; and does not provide for a
grievance redressal mechanism or monitoring method.

Therefore, most State laws are obsolete and do not reflect the current legal position post-
constitutional Amendment. In addition, all of them fall squarely within the truancy model of
legislation and do not follow a rights approach to school education.

Understanding the significance of education as a concurrent list entry
in the constitution
Education transferred from state list to concurrent list
Since the State laws are obsolete and also require uniformity, the question that needs to be
examined is how can one ensure uniformity in the enforcement of standards in school
education? This can be answered only after a brief description and analysis of legislative
powers that are vested with the Centre and States with respect to school education.

The Constitution, based on the principle of federalism, adopts a three-fold distribution of
legislative powers. Different subjects for legislation find mention in one of three lists namely
the Union List (List I), State List (List II) and Concurrent List (List III) in the Seventh Schedule
to the Constitution. While the Parliament and State Legislatures have exclusive legislative
power over entries in the Union List and the State List respectively,136 both the Parliament
and State Legislatures have the power to legislate over entries in the Concurrent List.137

The three identified rationales138 underlining the placement of certain entries in the
Concurrent List are as follows:

● Secure uniformity in the main principles of law.
● Guide and encourage local efforts.
● Provide remedies for mischief arising in the local sphere, but extending, or liable to

extend beyond the boundaries of a single province.139

Interestingly, education was enlisted as a legislative item originally in the State List. It was
subsequently transferred to the Concurrent List by means of a Constitutional Amendment
in 1976.140 Today, entry 25 of the Concurrent List reads as follows: “Education, including
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technical education, medical education and universities, subject to the provisions of entries
63, 64, 65 and 66 of List I; vocational and technical training of labour.” The exclusion of
entries 63–66 from the Concurrent List is immaterial for the purposes of this paper.

Purpose and implication of the transfer of education from state list to
concurrent list
The significance of the 1976 amendment and its implications are discussed in the National
Education Policy of 1986 and 1992. The Policy clearly refers to the “substantive, financial
and administrative” implications of the amendment. The Policy states as follows:

“…the Union Government would accept a larger responsibility to reinforce the national and
integrative character of education, to maintain quality and standards (including those of
the teaching profession at all levels), to study and monitor the educational requirements of
the country as a whole in regard to humanpower for development, to cater to the needs of
research and advanced study, to look after the international aspects of education, culture
and Human Resource Development and, in general, to promote excellence at all levels of
the educational pyramid throughout the country.”141 Therefore, clearly, the Department of
Education (Government of India) envisaged standard-setting by the Centre as one of the
outcomes of this amendment.

Interestingly, such an argument was even made at the time of drafting the Constitution,
where Mr Frank Anthony strongly argued for Central control over school education to build
a strong uniform cohesive policy on education:142

“…I feel that my proposal that education throughout the country should be controlled from
the Centre will have the approval and endorsement of eminent educationists, men of vision
and of men with statesmanship. What is happening today? On the threshold of independence
(I cannot help saying it) certain provinces are running riot in the educational field. Provinces
are implementing not only divergent but often directly opposing policies. And it is axiomatic
that a uniform, synthesised, planned education system is the greatest force to ensure national
solidarity and national integration. Equally, divergent, fissiparous, opposing educational policies
will be the greatest force for disintegration and the disruption of this country.

It may be inferred from the above discussion that the 1976 transfer from the State List to
the Concurrent List had a specific purpose and significance. It created an avenue for Centre’s
intervention in the field of school education.

Advocating skeletal central-level legislation
Having emphasised upon the purpose of this amendment, a question arises as to the legal
tools that are at the disposal of the Centre for standard-setting. The only legally enforceable
tool of standard-setting that is available to the Centre is that of enacting a Central legislation.
Since education is in the Concurrent List, State Legislatures too have complete power to
legislate on education. This power of the States is subject to Article 254 of the Constitution,
i.e., provisions of a State law that conflict with provisions of a Central law on the same
subject are void to the extent of repugnancy. Where there is no Central law on a particular
legislative item in the Concurrent List, the State Legislatures have the competence to
enact a law governing the said field.143 Till date there has been no Central law on school
education. Some States that have enacted laws on school education are – Jammu and
Kashmir, Meghalaya, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Sikkim, Delhi, Rajasthan,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh and West Bengal.

In addition to State level legislations, between 1996 and 2005, several draft Central Bills on
Right to Education, albeit with different names, have been debated and discussed at the



national level.144 The latest effort in 2005–2006, as mentioned before, was abandoned and
the Draft Right to Education Bill, 2005 was circulated to all States as the Model Right to
Education Bill, 2006. Unfortunately, such a Model Bill does not have any legal value. The
Model Bill is not only unenforceable in a court of law but also does not affect the legality of
existing State laws. It further does not legally prohibit State Governments from introducing
measures (legislative or executive) that are inconsistent with the Model Law. For example,
even after the Model Bill was circulated amongst all States; the Minister for Education
from Maharashtra stated that ration cards of parents of out-of-school children would
be cancelled.145 Interesting, the so-called Model Bill clearly envisages only one punitive
measure for compelling attendance, namely mandatory community service by parents.

It may be useful to examine legally enforceable model rules that have been adopted by the
Centre in other branches of law. For example, under the Industrial Employment (Standing
Orders) Act, 1946, the Centre has incorporated several Model Standing Orders that have
the force of statutory orders which cannot be derogated. Similarly, under the Juvenile Justice
(Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000 as amended in 2006, the Central Government’s
Model Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Rules, 2002 will acquire legal
enforceability (which they did not have prior to the 2006 amendment) after they are adopted
by the Parliament.

Unless a Central law is enacted governing FCE, the entire purpose of transferring education
from the State List to the Concurrent List through the 1976 Constitutional Amendment
would be defeated. Moreover, the idea of ‘partnership’ and standard setting that is envisaged
by the current National Policy on Education would also be defeated in the absence of a
Central law. It is important to develop a Central law in such a manner that it balances the
two-fold purposes of standard-setting and Centre-State partnership as envisaged in the
Indian Education Policy. True partnership would be possible only where the Central law
gives adequate flexibility to States to develop and incorporate innovations into the law
without diluting core minimum standards. This flexibility is crucial to give effect to the
constitutional mandate of local self-governance in the context of education.146

Apart from the 1976 constitutional Amendment, the need for a Central level legislation can
also be justified from the point of view of creating a ‘common language’ in the field of school
education. At the international level, the concept of a ‘common language’ was floated by
the UN Special Rapporteur, who has argued that a common language is required to help
further dialogue, gather and compare statistics and reduce gender discrimination across
the different countries.147 The same need for a ‘common language’ is also applicable at an
intra-country level. If for example, different States continue to have different standards in
school education, it would be impossible to contrast and evaluate the performance of FCE
at the national level.

In order to ensure flexibility, the Central core minimum standards should be such that it
enables need-based localised interventions. For example, Karnataka has developed
delegated legislation to institutionalise community participatory methods of monitoring and
developing schools in rural areas within the existing Panchayat Raj Institutional framework.
This has been done by constituting School Development and Monitoring Committees at
the school level. Similarly, in Andhra Pradesh, novel experiments have been initiated drawing
linkages between child labour and education. Such processes should be encouraged and
permitted within the overall framework of the Central law and the latter should not operate
as a bar against such regional innovations. Therefore, the Central law should merely lay
down core norms, standards and systems of accountability that are required to be adhered
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to by all States. These can best be accommodated through a skeletal Central legislation.
Interestingly, a similar recommendation was made by the Parliamentary Standing Committee
of the Human Resources Development which considered the Constitution Amendment
(Eighty Third) Bill, 1997.148 In order to supplement skeletal legislation, Model Rules that
have statutory force should be enacted. Such Model Rules would be binding on States in
the event of State inaction with respect to delegated legislation.

It is amply clear that in order to ensure there is a uniform standard for school education
across all States, the Centre should direct its efforts at enacting a skeletal legislation.
Without such skeletal legislation, it is not possible to legally enforce uniformity, as the
States have concurrent legislative powers in the field of education.
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Conclusion

This paper has briefly traced the demand for FCE. Starting from the period around the
freedom struggle, there has been a consistent demand for FCE. The Constitution originally
provided for FCE as a Directive Principle of State Policy, and now provides for a fundamental
right to FCE, ‘as the State may by law determine.’ Therefore, the details and content of
such a right are to be regulated by the State. Under the Constitution, both the Centre and
the States have concurrent legislative powers with respect to education. However, in order
to maintain uniform standards across India and to create a ‘common language’, it is
imperative to enact skeletal Central-level legislation in such a manner that it allows room
for local need-based innovations.

Further, there have been concerns that the freedom given to the State to enact a law
(implementing the right to education) may be used to dilute the scope of the right itself. In
order to respond to such concerns, this paper has explored some elements that form the
backbone of a rights-based approach. Therefore, these elements may be used to evaluate
policies and proposed laws to ensure that they fall within a rights framework.

Legislation, if viewed as the sole method implementing a human right, will not be successful
in achieving its objective. Therefore, any model of implementing human rights should
incorporate coercive as well as non-coercive rules. Moreover, the first step in any legislative
process is the formulation of clear policy directives. Before enacting skeletal legislation, the
Centre should undertake a detailed evaluation of all existing educational policies and
schemes using the suggested rights-based approach. This will help identify aspects of
such policies that fall within and outside a rights framework. There is an urgent need to
consolidate the experiences of providing school education in the last five decades and
evolve a realistic pro-child rights-based policy on education, which may then be translated
into legislation. The institutional framework required to implement such a policy can be
determined only after the policy itself is evaluated and updated using a rights matrix.

The following aspects provide some guidelines in defining the non-negotiable minimum
matrix of rights, which is useful not only for policy analysis but also for developing an
institutional framework for implementation:

● Identifying minimum entitlements related to availability and accessibility.
● Identifying minimum entitlements related to acceptability and adaptability.
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● Respecting and implementing non-negotiable principles such as equality, non-discrimination,
survival and development of the child, child participation and best interests of the child.

● Creating an enabling framework where solutions to barriers against FCE are provided.
● Ensuring that barriers against FCE are not punished.
● Ensuring that relationships between child–State, parent–child, parent–State and

community–child/parent–State are clearly defined.
● Locating social accountability of different actors and creating a grievance redressal

mechanism. This would entail clear identification of duty-bearers at different
levels – Centre, State, District, Local level bodies and school.

● Capacity building of the right–holders as well as the duty–bearers.

A clear rights-based policy should be translated into skeletal Central legislation. Such skeletal
legislation should be supplemented by Model Statutory Rules that will operate in the absence
of State Rules. Such a model of legislation will allow for State-level flexibility without
compromising on non-negotiable minimum standards.
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Annexure

Full Constitutional
Guarantee

Partial
Constitutional
Guarantee

Constitutional
Guarantee only for
citizens/residents

No Constitutional
Guarantee

Table 1: Countries which guarantee right to education in their constitution

[Extracted from Annual Report of Special Rapporteur on the Right to Education, Commission on
Human Rights, 2001, 57th Session, E/CN.4/2001/42., available at www.un.org]

Albania, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria Azerbaijan, Barbados,
Belgium, Belize, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Cape Verde, Chile, China, Columbia, Congo, Costa Rica,

Croatia, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France,
Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Madagascar, Malta,

Mauritius, Mexico, Netehrlands, Norway, Palau, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Poland, Portugal, Korea, Moldova, Romania, Russia, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Sweden,

Switzerland, Tajikistan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia,
Ukraine, UAE, UK, Uruguay, Venezuela, Former Yugoslavia.

Bangladesh, Belarus, Benin, Bhutan, Cameroon, Comoros, Guinea,

Iran, Iraq, Israel, Micronesia, Maldives, Monaco, Mongolia, Myanmar,
Namibia, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Sudan Togo,
Uganda, Tanzania, Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe.

Armenia, Bahrain, Cambodia, Chad, Cyprus, Czech Republic,  Korea,
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Greece,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Hungary, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait,

Kyrgyzstan, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Luxembourg, Malawi, Mali,
Morocco, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Philippines, Qatar, Sao Tome and
Principe, Seychelles,Slovakia, Slovenia, Syrian Arab Republic, Turkey,

Turkmenistan, Vietnam, Yemen.

Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Botswana, Brunei

Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African, Republic, Côte
d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Dominica, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiji, Gabon, Indonesia,
Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Lebanon,

Lesotho, Liberia, Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mozambique,
Nauru, Niger, Oman, Papua New Guinea, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, Samoa, San Marino, Senegal, Singapore,

Solomon Islands, Swaziland, Tonga, Tuvalu, United States of America,
Vanuatu, Zambia
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Duration
(Years)

Countries
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11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4
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Bahrain, Barbados, Belgium, Brunei Darussalam, Germany, Saint Kitts and Nevis

Antigua and Barbuda, Azerbaijan, Grenada, Israel, Kazakhstan, Malaysia,
Moldova, Netherlands, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, Suriname, UK

Australia, Bahamas, Belize, Canada, Congo, Cook Islands, Dominica, France,
Gabon, Guyana, Hungary, Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Malta, Monaco, Namibia, South

Africa, Spain, Saint Lucia, Venezuela, USA

Algeria, Armenia, Austria, Belarus, China, Comoros, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Estonia, Finland, Georgia,

Ghana, Greece, Ireland, Japan, Kiribati, Korea, Latvia, Liberia, Libya, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Mali, Norway, Portugal, Russian Federation, Seychelles, Slovakia,
Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Tuvalu, Yemen

Albania, Angola, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chad, Chile, Croatia, Egypt, former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Iceland, Italy, Kenya, Kuwait, Malawi, Mongolia,
Niger, Poland, Romania, Samoa, San Marino, Slovenia, Somalia, Sudan, Tonga,

Ukraine, Yugoslavia and India

Argentina, Eritrea, Lesotho, Mauritius, Mozambique, Rwanda, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago

Afghanistan, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Verde,
Central African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Djibouti, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Honduras,

Indonesia, Iraq, Jamaica, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Nigeria,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Senegal, Syria, Thailand, Togo, United Arab
Emirates, Uruguay, Vanuatu

Bangladesh, Colombia, Equatorial Guinea, Iran, Laos, Madagascar, Myanmar,
Nepal, Turkey, Viet Nam, Zimbabwe

Sao Tome and Principe

Zambia Interestingly, the so-called Model Bill clearly envisages only one punitive
measure for compelling attendance, namely, mandatory community service

by parents.

Table 2: Number of years of compulsory education

[Extracted from the UNESCO, World Education Report, 1998 at 132-135, modified by the author to
include India in the list of countries that guarantees eight years of compulsory education after the
constitutional amendment of 2002]
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Preamble

I Preliminary

1. Short title, extent and commencement
2. Definitions

II Child’s right to free and compulsory education of equitable
quality

3. Child’s right to free and compulsory education of

equitable quality
4. Right of transition till completion of elementary education

III Responsibility of the state

5. General responsibility of the state
6. Responsibility of the state towards the non-enrolled child
7. Provision of facilities for pre-school education

8. Provision of facilities to young persons to complete
elementary   education

9. Responsibility of the appropriate government

10. Responsibility of the appropriate government to augment Teacher
training capacity wherever necessary

11. Responsibility of local authorities

12. Planning for provision of free and compulsory education

IV Schools and teachers

13. Responsibility of schools to provide free &

compulsory education
14. Prohibition of screening procedures and capitation fees
15. Admission to schools to be generally done at the Commencement of

the academic year but not to be denied
at other times

16. Registration of schools

17. Norms and standards for a school
18. Prohibition of deployment of teachers for

non-educational purpose

19. Prohibition of private tuition by teachers
20. School management committees
21. Teachers’ of state schools to be a school-based cadre

22. Teacher vacancies in state schools/fully aided schools not to exceed
10% of total strength
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23. Qualification of teachers and terms and conditions of service

24. Duties of teachers
25. Accountability of teachers employed in state school/fully

aided schools

26. Redressal of teachers’ grievances

V Miscellaneous

27. Redressal of grievances regarding non-implementation of school-

related provisions of this act
28. State level regulatory authority
29. Entry age for elementary education and procedure for computing age

of a child
30. Responsibility of the parent/guardian
31. Certification of completion of elementary education

32. Prohibition of physical punishment
33. Teacher training and innovation
34. Penalty for contravention of sections 14 and 16

35. Power of appropriate government and local authorities to issue
general directions

36. Power to remove difficulties

37. Protection of action taken in good faith
38. Act to be in addition to and not in derogation of certain

other laws

39. Power of appropriate government to make rules

Model right to education bill 2006

An Act to put into effect the
Right to Free and Compulsory Education to

All Children in the Age Group of

Six to Fourteen Years

Preamble
Whereas the Preamble to the Constitution resolves to secure to all citizens of India JUSTICE, social,
economic and political; LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY of

status and of opportunity; and to promote among them all FRATERNITY, assuring the dignity of the
individual and the unity and integrity of the Nation;

And whereas, the 86th Constitutional Amendment Act 2002 has provided for free and compulsory

education of all children in the age group of six to fourteen years as a Fundamental Right under
Article 21A of the Constitution, in such manner as the State may, by law, determine;

And whereas the above Act also provides under Article 45 that the State shall endeavour to provide

early childhood care and education for all children until they complete the age of six years;

And whereas the above Act further provides under Article 51-A (k) that it shall be a fundamental duty
of every citizen of India who is a parent or guardian to provide opportunities for education to his child/

ward between the age of six and fourteen years;

And whereas it is considered important and essential to create a humane and equitable society that

incorporates the secular values and the ethnic, religious and cultural diversities of India;
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And whereas it is recognised that the objectives of democracy, social justice, and equality can be

achieved only through the provision of elementary education of equitable quality to all; and

And whereas it is also imperative to improve the present delivery system of elementary education by,
inter alia, greater decentralisation of its management, and making it sensitive to the needs of children,

especially of those belonging to disadvantaged groups.

Be it enacted in the fifty-seventh year of the Republic as follows:

Chapter I
Preliminary

1. Short Title, Extent and Commencement
1) This Act may be called the Right to Education Bill, 2006.

2) It shall extend to the whole of the State of  _______.
3) It shall come into effect from such date as the State Government, may by notification in the

official Gazette, appoint.

2. Definitions
1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires:

a) “Academic Year”
means a period of one year (including vacations), notified as an academic year by an
appropriate government, or by a local authority or a school management committee
empowered by such government in this behalf, for the transaction of the course of study

prescribed for any grade of the elementary stage.

b) “age-appropriate grade”, in relation to a child,
means the grade in which the child should currently be studying if she was enrolled in Grade
I around the time she completed six years of age, and had thereafter participated in
elementary education continuously.

Explanation: Age-appropriate grade for children suffering from mental retardation or mental
illness shall be determined keeping in view their mental development also, and not on the
basis of their biological age alone.

c) “Aided school”
means a school, which receives aid from a government or from a local authority, or both, to
meet the whole or part of its recurring expenses.

d) “Appropriate government”
means:
i) The state government in the case of territory comprised in a State;

ii) The Government of a Union Territory, in the case of a Union Territory having its own
legislature; and

iii) The Central Government, in the case of other Union Territories.

Provided that, in relation to schools and institutions run or funded by the Central Government,
the appropriate government shall be the Central Government regardless of their location.

e) “Capitation fee”
means any fee, donation or contribution other than a fee or any payment that an aided/
unaided school publicly notifies at the time of announcement for admission as being payable

by all children in the event of admission to the school.

f) “Child”
means a person who is not less than six years and not more than fourteen years of age.
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g) “Competent Authority”
means an authority designated by the Appropriate Government as a competent authority
for the purposes of this Act.

h) “Competent Academic Authority
means an authority designated by the Appropriate Government as a competent academic
authority for the purposes of this Act.

i) “Child in need of Care and Protection”
shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (d) of section 2 of the Juvenile Justice
[Care and Protection of Children] Act, 2000 [56 of 2000].

j) “Compulsory Education”
means an obligation on the State to take all necessary steps in terms of this Act to
ensure that:
(i) Every child of the age of six years is enrolled in a school, participates in it, and completes

elementary education.
(ii) Every child over six years, but less than 14 years, who was not enrolled in a school at the

commencement of this Act, is enrolled in a school, participates in it, and completes

elementary education.

k) “Disability”
shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (i) of section 2 of the Persons with Disabilities
(Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995; and shall include
such other conditions as may be notified by the competent authority as a disability for the

purposes of this Act.

l) “Disadvantaged Group”
means scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, other socially and educationally backward classes,

and such other groups disadvantaged due to economic, social, cultural, linguistic, gender,
administrative, locational, disability or other factors, and notified as a disadvantaged group in
relation to an area, in such manner as may be prescribed.

m) “Elementary Education”
means education at the elementary stage in a school.

n) “Elementary Stage”
means the stage of school education corresponding to Grades I to VIII as per courses of
study prescribed by a competent academic authority.

o) “Equitable Quality” in relation to Elementary Education
means providing all children opportunities of access to, participation in, and completion of
elementary education in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

p) “Free Education”
means freedom for the child and her parent/guardian from liability to:
i) Pay any fee or charges to the school where the child/ ward is studying, or to an examining

body or any other external body providing any service through the school, and
ii) Incur such other expenses, as may be prescribed, which are likely to prevent the child

from participating in and completing elementary education;

Provided that if textbooks and any other teaching learning material are supplied
free to a non-disabled child under this clause, they shall be supplied free to a
disabled child in such modified form as would meet her learning needs.

q) “First Generation Learner”
means a child, neither of whose parents has completed elementary education.
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r) “Fully-aided School”
means a school, which receives grants from a government or local authority to meet its full
recurring expenses, or such part, being not less than 90%, of the recurring expenses as
may be prescribed.

s) “Grade”, in relation to the elementary stage,
means any of its eight annual sub-stages.

t) “Guardian”, in relation to a Child
means his natural guardian or any other person or institution having the actual charge or
control over the child and recognised by the competent authority as a guardian in course of
proceedings before that authority.

u) “Juvenile in Conflict with Law”
means a person who has not completed eighteenth year of age and is alleged to have
committed an offence.

v) “Local area”, in relation to a Local Authority,
means the area comprised within the territorial jurisdiction of the authority.

w) “Local Authority”
means
i) A Panchayat in respect of rural areas,

ii) A Municipality in respect of an urban area, and
iii) Such other authorities as the appropriate government may, by notification, specify for

the areas mentioned therein.

Explanation: In case of rural areas situated within scheduled areas, the Gram Sabha shall
also be a local authority to the extent laid down in the Provisions of the Panchayats (Extension
to the Scheduled Areas) Act 1996.

x) “Migrant Family”
means a family that does not reside at any one location for at least such minimum number of
days in a calendar year as may be prescribed.

y) “Minor Punishment”, in relation to a teacher,
means any punishment other than dismissal or removal from service or reduction in rank.

z) “Neighbourhood”
means such areas around the residence of a child as may be prescribed for whole or part of

the elementary stage.

aa) “Neighbourhood School”, in relation to a Child,
means any school located within the neighbourhood of the residence of the child.

bb) “Non-educational purpose”
means any purpose not connected with elementary education, or with children’s access to,
or participation in such education.

cc) “Out-of-School Child”
means a child who is either not currently enrolled in a school or, though enrolled, is not able
to participate therein.

dd) “Parent”
means the father or the mother of a child and includes an adoptive father or mother.

ee) “Participation” in Elementary Education, in relation to a Child,
means her:
i) Regular attendance in school, and

ii) Effective participation in curricular and co-curricular activities of the school throughout
the elementary stage.
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ff) “Pre-primary Section”, in Relation to a School
means an establishment, which meets the educational needs, with or without other services,
of children before the elementary stage of education, either as a part of a school or as an
independent entity collaborating with it.

gg)  “Prescribed”
means prescribed by rules made under this Act.

hh) “Pre-School”
means a facility provided by a school to meet the educational needs of children at least
between the ages of 3 and 6 years.

ii) “Registered”, in relation to a School
means registered by an appropriately empowered authority, or an appropriate government,
or by an authority empowered by such government, in accordance with a law, rules, or
executive instructions governing recognition of schools.

jj) “School”
means an institution or part of an institution, which imparts education at the elementary

stage or any part of such stage, and is recognised as a School by a competent authority.

kk) “Screening Procedure” for Admission to a School
means any procedure that is used to select one child in preference to another, except in a

random manner, for admission to an elementary school or its pre-primary section.

ll) “Specified Category”, in relation to State Schools
means the State schools known at the commencement of this Act as Kendriya Vidyalayas,
Navodaya Vidyalayas, and Sainik Schools, and such other categories of State schools having
a distinct character as may be specified by notification by the appropriate Government, for
the purposes of this Act.

mm) “State School “
means a school run by an appropriate government or a local authority.

nn) “Teacher”
means a person who teaches full time in a school and includes the head teacher of
such school.

oo) “Unaided School”
means a school which is neither a state school nor an aided school

pp) “Ward”, in relation to a Child,
means a child who is under the guardianship of someone other than a parent.

qq) “Weaker Section”, in relation to a Child,
means a child in need of care and protection, or a child, the annual income of whose parents

or guardians is less than such minimum limit as may be notified by the appropriate government
in this behalf from time to time.

rr) “Working Child”
         means a child who:

i) Works for wages, whether in cash or in kind, or
ii) Works for her own family in a manner which prevents her from participation in

elementary education.

2) The female gender, wherever used in pronouns in relation to a child or young person, includes

the male.

3) Words and expressions used but not defined in this Act, and defined in the Constitution, shall

have the meaning assigned to them in the Constitution.
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Chapter II

Child’s right to free and compulsory education of equitable quality

3. Child’s right to free and compulsory education of equitable quality
1) Every child who has attained the age of 6 years shall have the right to participate in full time

elementary education and to complete it, and towards that end shall have the right, subject to
the provisions of this Act, to:

i) Be admitted to a neighbourhood school in accordance with the provisions of Section 13, and
ii) Be provided free and compulsory education in such school, in the manner provided in

this Act

Provided that a child who, due to her severe or profound disability, or disadvantage, or nature of
occupation of her parents cannot be provided elementary education in a neighbourhood school,
shall have the right to be provided education in an appropriate alternative environment as may

be prescribed.

Provided further that a child with disability shall, in accordance with the provisions of the Persons

With Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995, be
entitled to the right outlined in sub-clause (1) till she attains the age of eighteen years.

(Explanation: For the purposes of this Section, neighbourhood shall be determined in relation to the

residence of the child on the basis of proof of residence provided in such manner as may be
prescribed, including but not limited to, ration card or voters identification card of the parent/guardian.)

2) A non-enrolled child who is in the age group 7–9 years, at the commencement of this Act,

shall, in addition to the right specified in subclause (1), have the right to be admitted to an age
appropriate grade in a neighbourhood school within one year from the commencement of this
Act as may be prescribed.

3) A non-enrolled child who is in the age group 9–14 years, at the commencement of this Act,
shall in addition to the right specified in subclause (1), have the right to be provided special
programmes within the neighbourhood school to enable her to join the age appropriate grade

as early as possible, within such period from commencement of this Act as may be prescribed.

4) A child who, though enrolled, is not able to participate in elementary education, shall, in addition
to the right specified in sub clause (1), have the right to be provided with suitable conditions,

as may be decided by the appropriate government, to enable her participation.

4. Right of transition till completion of elementary education
1) For every child studying in a school which provides education up to a level less than class VIII,

the Local Authority shall specify a school, subject to the provisions of Section 14, where such
child shall have the right of admission for free education till she completes elementary education

2) Any child moving from one school to another, including outside the state shall, for the purposes

of seeking admission to another school, be entitled to receive a transfer certificate issued by
the Headmaster of the school in which she was last enrolled;

Provided that the absence of such a transfer certificate shall not constitute grounds for delaying
or denying her admission to an appropriate grade in the new school; nor shall such child be

subjected to any test whatsoever to determine whether she is to be admitted to the school.
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Chapter III
Responsibility of the state

5. General responsibility of the state
It shall be the responsibility of the State:
1) To ensure that the first charge on its revenues, next only to law and order, shall be that of

matters related to free and compulsory elementary education;

2) To ensure the availability of a neighbourhood school for every child within such period from
commencement of this Act as may be prescribed;

Provided that in case of non-availability of a neighbourhood school, the State shall make such

alternate arrangements for the education of affected children as may be required.

3) To ensure that every child is provided free education in the school mentioned in sub-section (2);

Provided that Parents/guardians who choose to admit their children to the non-free quota in a
school shall not have any claim on the State for providing free education to their children,

4) To institute and implement a mechanism for regular monitoring of enrolment, participation

and attainment status of every child, and taking corrective steps wherever necessary, so that
every child completes elementary education, and to make information in this regard available
in the public domain, including on an on-line basis; and,

5) To ensure that children in schools receive education (a) of equitable quality, and
(b) conforming to values enshrined in the Constitution.

6.  Responsibility of the state towards the non-enrolled child
The appropriate government shall take necessary steps to ensure that:

1) All non-enrolled children who are in the 7–9 years’ age group at the commencement of this

Act, are enrolled in a neighbourhood school within such period from commencement of this
Act as may be prescribed.

2) All non-enrolled children who are in the 9–14 years’ age group at the commencement of this

Act are enrolled in special programmes in a neighbourhood school, if available, and failing
that, in another school to enable them to be admitted to an age appropriate grade in a
neighbourhood school as early as possible, and within such period from commencement of

this Act as may be prescribed.

7.  Provision of facilities for pre-school education
The appropriate government shall endeavour to provide facilities for pre-school education in State

and fully-aided schools for children between the ages of 3 and 6 years, if such facilities are not
already being provided, through Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) or other
government programmes, in proximity to such schools.

8. Provision of facilities to young persons to complete elementary education
If a young person has, for whatever reason, been unable to complete elementary education by
the age of fourteen years but is continuing her education in a school at that age, she shall continue

to be provided free education in such school till she completes elementary education or attains

the age of eighteen years, whichever is earlier.

9. Responsibility of the appropriate government
1) Responsibilities in connection with provision of free and compulsory education shall be those

of the appropriate Government.

2) Without prejudice to the generality of sub-section  (1), the appropriate government shall ensure:
i) Provision of financial assistance to Local Authorities for implementation of this act in

accordance with such formula regarding sharing of costs of such implementation, as the
appropriate government may determine from time to time.
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ii) Carrying out of an exercise every year to determine the requirement of schools, facilities

and their appropriate locations for the implementation of this Act.
iii) Establishment of additional schools as required and making them functional.
iv) Deployment of teachers in schools in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

v) Provision of a building, teaching aids and learning material of the prescribed specifications
in accordance with the Schedule to every State school and fully aided school.

vi) Timely provision of “elements of free entitlement” as prescribed under section 2(1) (p), to

eligible children.
vii) Creation of adequate facilities for training of teachers and other personnel to meet the

human resource requirement for the implementation of this Act.

viii) Prescription and periodic revision by the Competent Academic Authority of the curriculum
for elementary education and courses of study for each grade thereof.
——————

ix) Without prejudice to the provisions of Section 32, evaluation of processes and
measurement of learning outcomes for each child in such manner as may be prescribed,
to ensure the achievement of such learning outcomes as may be determined in advance.

x) Development and maintenance of a comprehensive database to facilitate implementation
of this Act.

xi) Monitoring progress of implementation of various interventions, schemes and programmes

for achieving the objectives of this Act, and taking appropriate steps in case of default.
xii) Provision of technical resource support through appropriate institutions, for promotion of

innovations and dissemination of best practices in the field of elementary education and

for related research, planning and capacity building.
xiii) Taking such other steps as the State Government may, by Order, specify.

10.  Responsibility of the appropriate government to augment teacher training capacity
wherever necessary
Every appropriate Government shall, within such period from commencement of this Act as may be
specified, assess the State’s requirement of professionally trained teachers as prescribed under

this Act, vis-à-vis the capacity of existing training institutions, and shall in the event of a deficit, take
steps to augment such capacity so as to match the requirement within such further period from
commencement of this Act as may be specified.

11.  Responsibility of local authorities
1) Subject to the responsibility of the appropriate Government as laid down in Section

9, the Local Authority shall, if empowered by a law enacted in pursuance of Article 243G or

Article 243W of the Constitution, perform the following functions:
i) Maintain the record of all children in its area, who are in the age group of 0–14 years,

with special reference to children belonging to each disadvantaged group, and to weaker

sections, in such manner as may be prescribed,
ii) Ensure that every child in the age group of 6-14 years residing within its jurisdiction is

enrolled in an elementary school, participates in it, and is enabled to complete

elementary education,
iii) Plan, budget and provide for additional schools, teachers, and other facilities that may

be required as a result of the gaps identified through the school mapping exercise for

ensuring free and compulsory elementary education,
iv) Monitor the provisioning of prescribed infrastructure, teachers and supporting facilities for

free and compulsory education in all schools in its area imparting elementary education,

v) Ensure sustained education of out of school children and children of migrant families
through special steps, including bridge courses, remedial teaching, and such other
interventions as may be required.
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2) To the extent the above functions have not been devolved upon local authorities by law, the

appropriate government will by rules determine the authorities at various levels, which will perform
the above functions till such time as such functions are assigned by law.

12.  Planning for provision of free and compulsory education
1) Every School Management Committee as constituted under Section 20 shall prepare School

Development Plan to cater to the needs of the children residing in its neighbourhood in respect
of their education of equitable quality, in such manner as may be prescribed.

2) School Development Plans, referred to in sub-section (1), shall be the basis for preparation of
plans for provision of free and compulsory education for every local area, block, district, and
metropolitan area, in such manner as may be prescribed.

3) Every appropriate Government shall prepare plans for provision of free and compulsory
education in the State/UT and the country, taking into consideration the Plans referred to in
sub-section (2) above.

4) The plans referred to in sub-section (3) shall be taken into consideration while preparing the
annual demands for grants for elementary education presented by the appropriate Government

to the respective Legislatures.

5) The plans referred to in sub-section (3) shall also form the basis for monitoring the

implementation of this Act.

Chapter IV
Schools and teachers

13.  Responsibility of schools to provide free and compulsory education
1) Schools shall provide free and compulsory elementary education to children entitled under

Section 3 to the extent and in the manner specified below:
i) State schools, except schools of specified categories, and fully aided schools – to all

admitted children.

ii) Aided schools, other than fully aided schools – to at least such proportion of their admitted
children as its annual recurring aid bears to its annual recurring expenses.

Provided that if a school is already under obligation, at the commencement of this Act, to either the
Central Government or an appropriate government or any authority/agency representing or acting
on their behalf to provide free education to a specified number of children as a consequence of

having received land/building/equipment/other facilities either free of cost or at subsidised rates,
such school continue to discharge such obligation not withstanding the provisions of this Act.

2) It shall be the duty of every school to supply to the appropriate government or to an authority

designated by such government, such information as the appropriate government may direct
to be furnished for the purposes of Section 5(3).

14. Prohibition of screening procedures and capitation fees
No child or her family shall be subjected to any screening procedure by a school while deciding
about admission to the school at the elementary stage, nor shall the family be required to make
any payment in the nature of capitation fee.

15. Admission to schools to be generally done at the commencement of the academic year
but not to be denied at other times
Children shall be admitted to schools as far as possible at the commencement of the academic

year, or within such period thereof as may be prescribed:

Provided that a child entitled to be admitted to a neighbourhood school under Section 3 (1), read

with Section 13 of this Act, shall not be denied admission to such a school at any time of the
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academic year; Provided further that a child admitted under the preceding proviso within four

months of the commencement of the academic year shall be enabled to complete the class to
which she has been admitted along with the batch of students admitted at the beginning of the
session. A child admitted later in the academic year, who has not come on transfer from another

school, shall complete the class with the next batch of students, unless the school is of the
opinion that the child has made sufficient progress in the remaining part of the academic year to

merit promotion to the next class along with the regular batch of students.

16. Registration of schools
1) All schools, other than State schools, recognised at the commencement of this Act, and all

State schools, whether established before or after the commencement of this Act, shall be
deemed to be registered schools for the purposes of this Act.

2) No institution, other than State schools, which is intended to be run as a School, shall be

established or run after the commencement of this Act, except after registering from a
Competent Authority, in such manner as may be prescribed.

3) Every appropriate government shall, within such period from commencement of the Act, as

may be prescribed, notify rules governing registration of Schools other than State schools

4) Every application for registration shall be made in such form, in such manner and to such

competent authority as may be prescribed, and the competent authority shall finally dispose
of the application by an Order within a period not exceeding three months from the date of
its receipt.

Provided that in the event of rejection of an application, the Order shall state reasons for
its rejection.

17. Norms and standards for a school
1) No State school shall be established, and no other school shall be registered, by any competent

authority, after the commencement of this Act, unless such school fulfils such norms as may
be prescribed.

2) All schools, which are deemed to have been registered at the commencement of this Act
under sub-section (1) of Section 16, but did not fulfill the norms prescribed thereunder at such
commencement, shall do so within a period as may be prescribed, therefrom.

18. Prohibition of deployment of teachers for non-educational purpose
No teacher of a state or fully-aided school shall be deployed for any noneducational purpose
except for decennial population census, election to local authorities, State Legislatures and

Parliament, and disaster relief duties.

19. Prohibition of private tuition by teachers
No teacher shall engage in any teaching activity for economic gain, other than that assigned by
his employer or supervisor.

20. School management committees
1) A School Management Committee (SMC) shall be constituted for every State school and

aided school, with such representation of parents, teachers, the community and representatives
of the local authority, as may be prescribed.

2) Composition of the School Management Committee shall be so prescribed that:
i) At least three-fourths of its members are parents, or where both parents are not alive/

guardians of children studying in the school, with proportionate representation among

them of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and other socially and educationally
backward classes;

ii) The remaining members are drawn from other stakeholder sections of the community

including representatives of the local authority, teachers, and persons/bodies working
for education.
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3) The SMC shall perform the following functions, namely:

i) Monitor and oversee the working of the school, and plan and facilitate its development;
ii) Manage the assets of the school;
iii) Ensure that teachers of the school diligently perform the duties prescribed for them under

Section 24;
iv) Disburse salary to teachers from the grants received for the purpose from the appropriate

government/local authority, and to deduct payment of salary for the period of unauthorised

absence, if any, in such manner as decided by the SMC;
v) Utilise other grants received from the appropriate government, local authority or any other

source for the upkeep and development of the school, in accordance with the terms of

such grant and the rules made in that behalf; and,
vi) Such other functions as may be prescribed by or under this Act.

4) All funds received by a School Management Committee for the discharge of its functions

under this Act, shall be kept in a separate account, and shall be Utilised in such manner as
may be prescribed.

5) Accounts of money received and expended by the SMC shall be maintained and audited in

such manner as may be prescribed.

21. Teachers of state schools to be a school-based cadre
1) After the commencement of this Act, teachers in State schools, except in State schools of

specified categories, shall be appointed for a specific school by such local authority or SMC
as may be notified by the appropriate government, and shall not be transferred therefrom;

2) Recruitment of teachers shall be carried out in accordance with transparent, merit-based
criteria, and information thereof shall be made available in the public domain.

3) All teachers already serving at the commencement of this Act, in State schools, except in

State schools of specified categories, shall be permanently assigned to a specific State school
in accordance with such procedure and within such period from the commencement of this
Act as may be prescribed, and shall then not be transferred from the school so assigned.

Provided that after assignment as in sub-section (3), the salaries of such teachers shall then be
disbursed by the SMC in accordance with clause (iv) of sub-section (4) of section 20.

22. Teacher Vacancies in State Schools and Fully-aided Schools Not To Exceed 10% Of
Total Strength
1) It shall be the duty of every appointing authority in relation to every State school and fully-

aided school, to ensure that teachers’ vacancies in the schools under its control do not at any

time exceed 10% of the total sanctioned posts of teachers.

2) Appropriate governments and local authorities shall ensure that, in schools run by them,

teachers and their sanctioned posts are deployed in accordance with norms specified in the
Schedule, and are not over-deployed in urban areas at the cost of rural areas.

3) Deputation or temporary deployment of teachers to schools other than those to which they
have been appointed shall be prohibited.

Provided that in fully-aided or aided schools, the employee-employer relationship shall exist

between the teacher and the management of such schools, and not with the appropriate
government/local authority.

23. Qualifications of teachers and terms and conditions of service
1) After the commencement of this Act, only such persons as possess the qualifications prescribed

under the NCTE Act shall be appointed as teachers;

Provided that persons not possessing qualifications required under sub-section (1) may be

appointed as teachers only if suitable candidates with these qualifications are not available.
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Provided further that in the event of appointment of such persons as teachers, the appropriate

government shall ensure that they shall acquire the requisite qualifications prescribed under
the NCTE Act within such period from their appointment as may be prescribed.

2) Teachers serving at the commencement of this Act who do not possess qualifications

prescribed by the NCTE shall be enabled by their employer, to acquire the equivalent of such
qualifications within such period from the commencement of this Act, as may be notified by
the appropriate government.

Provided that the fees payable by a teacher for acquiring such qualifications under the foregoing
sub-sections, and such other expenses connected therewith, as the appropriate government
may notify, shall be borne by the employer.

3) Terms and conditions of service of teachers serving in schools, shall be decided from time to
time, by the appropriate government, commensurate with prescribed professional qualifications
and experience.

24. Duties of teachers
1) It shall be the duty of every teacher to:

i) Regularly attend school for its full duration,
ii) Transact and complete the curriculum in accordance with the values enshrined in the

Constitution, and in a child-friendly and child-centered manner,

iii) Transact the curriculum in accordance with the time schedule, decided by the school,
subject to general guidelines of the Competent Academic Authority,

iv) Report every case of non-attendance to the parent or guardian concerned in the first

instance, and in case it persists, to the SMC constituted under Section 20,
v) Regularly assess the learning level of each child, and to provide supplementary instruction

needed by the child,

vi) Regularly apprise every parent/guardian about the progress of learning and development
of his child/ward studying in the school, and to also regularly report about such progress
to the SMC, in such manner as may be prescribed, and

vii) Perform such other functions as the appropriate government or the appointing authority

may specify, consistent with the provisions of Section 18.

2) Default by a teacher in the performance of a duty stipulated in sub-section (1) shall amount to

professional misconduct, and such teacher shall be liable to be punished in accordance with
the provisions of Section 25 of this Act and/or the disciplinary rules applicable.

25. Accountability of teachers employed in state schools and fully-aided schools
1) Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, rules, regulation or contract for the time

being in force, the following provisions shall apply to every teacher employed in State schools
and fully-aided schools:

i) Power to grant leave to teachers shall vest in the Head Teacher/ School Management
Committee (SMC) to such extent and subject to such restrictions as regards nature and
duration of leave, and in such manner as may be prescribed;

ii) The SMC shall, where it is not itself the appointing authority for teachers serving in
school(s) falling within its jurisdiction, furnish periodic assessment reports regarding
performance of duties stipulated in Section 24 by such teachers, to the concerned

Appointing Authority, in such manner as may be prescribed;
iii) Unless the State legislature has by law otherwise provided, power to impose minor

punishment on a teacher in a State School, who was appointed by an authority higher

than, or different from the authority mentioned in column (3) of the following table, shall
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vest in the Local Authority specified in column (3), and having jurisdiction over the

rural/urban/metropolitan area in which the school is situated:

Competent authority for imposition of minor penalty

Sr NO. Category of teacher Competent authority

1 2 3

a For teachers in rural areas Panchayat of the intermediate
or village level or SMC, as the
appropriate govt. may notify

b For teachers in Government The municipality or SMC, as the
schools in urban areas. appropriate govt. may notify

c For teachers in government Such authority or SMC, as
schools in metropolitan areas appropriate govt. may notify

2) When an SMC considers a matter in exercise of its powers under sub clause (iii) of sub-

section (1), no teacher other than the Head Teacher, who is a member of the SMC, shall
participate in its proceedings, and the Head Teacher shall also not do so when the SMC is
considering a matter concerning him.

26. Redressal of teachers’ grievances
It shall be the duty of the SMC/Local Authority to redress teachers’ grievances to the extent they
fall within its purview, and/ or to forward them to the appropriate authority for obtaining redressal

of such grievances as do not fall within its purview.

Chapter V
Miscellaneous

27. Redressal of grievances regarding non-implementation of school-related provisions of
this act
1) Anyone who has a grievance that provisions of Sections 11, 13–19, 24 and of this Act, to the

extent that they relate to establishment, provisioning, management of schools and conduct of

activities therein, are not being complied with, may submit a written representation in that
behalf to, as the case may be, the Local Authority or the School Management Committee
concerned, which shall take appropriate action on it and inform the applicant within a period

as prescribed not exceeding ninety days from the date of receipt of the representation.

2) If the person preferring the representation under sub-section (1) above is not satisfied with

the action taken thereon by the Local Authority or SMC as the case may be, he may submit a
representation in that behalf to such other authority as may be prescribed, which shall take
appropriate action thereon and inform the applicant within a period as prescribed not exceeding

ninety days from the date of receipt of the representation.

28. State-level regulatory authority
1) The Appropriate Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, appoint a State-level

Regulatory Authority for inquiring into grievances which remain unredressed even after taking
recourse to the remedies provided in Section 27. The composition of the Authority shall be

such as the Appropriate Government may notify in its official Gazette.

2) On receipt of a representation under sub-section (1), the Regulatory Authority may either
itself inquire into the matter, or may refer it for inquiry to such officer of the Appropriate

Government or concerned local authority as may be prescribed.
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3) For the purposes of the inquiry referred to in sub-section (2), the Regulatory Authority or, as

the case may be, the officer to whom it refers the matter for inquiry, shall have the powers to
record oral evidence of such persons, inspect such premises, and examine such documents,
as it thinks fit, in order to ascertain whether the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder

have been complied with.

4) Every school and other institution imparting elementary education, and every employer shall
afford the Authority/officer referred to in sub-section (3), all reasonable facilities for entering

into and inspecting premises, examining documents and recording statements of persons,
connected with the subject matter of the inquiry.

5) Every officer of the Regulatory Authority or of the Appropriate Government/local authority to

whom a matter is referred for inquiry under sub-section (2) shall be deemed to be a public
servant within the meaning of Section 21 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (45 of 1860)

6) If after inquiry as above, the Regulatory Authority is satisfied that provisions of this Act are not

being complied with, it may, in its discretion, direct the government, local authority or private
management running a school to take such corrective action, and within such period, as it
may deem fit, or direct that prosecution be launched against the offender(s) under Section 34

of this Act.

29. Entry age for elementary education and procedure for computing age of a child
1) A child shall be admitted to Grade 1 only if she has attained the age of five years and ten

months before the beginning of the academic year.

2) Ordinarily the birth certificate and, in its absence, a declaration by the parent or guardian shall

be treated as prima facie proof of the age of a child, unless the admitting authority has reason
to disbelieve it. In case it is disbelieved, the admitting authority shall determine the child’s age
after making an enquiry in such manner as may be prescribed.

30. Responsibility of the parent/guardian
1) It shall be the responsibility of every parent/guardian to enroll his child or ward, who has

attained the age of 6 years and above in a school, and to facilitate her completion of elementary

education.

2) If a parent/guardian persistently defaults in discharge of his responsibility under sub-clause
(1) above, the SMC may direct such parent/guardian to perform compulsory community

service by way of child care in the school, in such manner as may be prescribed.

31. Certification of completion of elementary education
1) No child shall be required to appear at a public examination during the elementary stage

except, if at all, at the completion of such stage.

2) Every child who completes elementary education shall be awarded a certificate to that effect

by the examining body holding public examination in terms of sub-section (1) above, or, in
case no public examination is so held, by the school where she completes it.

Provided that nothing in this Section shall prevent schools from carrying out standardised

assessments of learning levels of children to enable corrective action, at such regular intervals
as may be prescribed by the appropriate government.

32. Prohibition of physical punishment
1) No child shall be awarded physical punishment in any form in a school.

2) Violation of sub-section (1) by a teacher shall amount to professional misconduct, and such
teacher shall be liable to be punished in accordance with Section 25 of this Act and/or the

disciplinary rules applicable.
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33. Teacher training and innovation
The appropriate Government in respect of teachers in State schools and fully-aided schools shall
take all necessary steps to ensure suitable in-service training and regular academic support to,
including through the use of information & communication technology (ICT). In particular, all teachers

shall be provided opportunities for peer interaction and encouraged to engage in innovation.

34. Penalty for contravention of sections 14 and 16
1) If a school contravenes the provisions of Section 14 by charging capitation fee, its management

shall be liable to fine which may extend to ten times the capitation fee charged or collected.

2) If a school contravenes the provisions of Section 14 by conducting any screening procedure
for admission of children, its management shall be liable to fine which may extend to Twenty

Five Thousand Rupees for the first contravention, and Fifty Thousand Rupees for subsequent
contraventions.

3) If a person contravenes the provisions of sub-section (2) of Section 16, he shall be punishable

with fine which may extend to Rupees One lakh, and in case of continuing contravention, to a
fine of Rupees Ten Thousand for each day during which such contravention continues.

4) No Court shall take cognisance of an offence under this Act, except on a complaint made by
a person authorised by the Appropriate Government in this behalf.

35. Power of appropriate government and local authorities to issue general directions
1) An Appropriate Government may issue guidelines and give general directions to Local

Authorities and School Management Committees regarding implementation of this Act.

2) A Local Authority may issue guidelines and give general directions to School Management

Committees regarding implementation of this Act.

36. Power to remove difficulties
1) If any difficulty arises in giving effect to the provisions of this Act, the State Government

may, by Order published in the Official Gazette, make such provisions, not inconsistent with
the provisions of this Act, as may appear to it to be necessary for removing the difficulty;

Provided that no Order shall be made under this sub-section after the expiry of two years from

the commencement of this Act.

2) Every Order made under sub-section (1) shall be laid, as soon as may be after it is made,

before the appropriate Legislature.

37. Protection of action taken in good faith
No suit or other legal proceeding shall lie against the appropriate government, a local authority, a

School Management Committee, or any person acting under the direction of such government/
Commission/authority/Committee, in respect of anything which is in good faith done, or intended
to be done, in pursuance of this Act, or any rules or any order made thereunder.

38. Act to be in addition to, and not in derogation of certain other laws
Provisions of this Act in relation to (i) children with disabilities, and (ii) children in need of care and
protection, shall be in addition to, and not in derogation of the provisions, respectively, of (i) the

Persons with Disabilities [Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation] Act, 1995
[1 of 1996], and (ii) Juvenile Justice [Care and Protection of Children] Act, 2000 [56 of 2000].

39. Power of appropriate government to make rules
1) The appropriate Government may, by notification, make rules, within such period from the

commencement of this Act as may be prescribed, for carrying out the provisions of this Act.

2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing powers, such rules may
provide for all or any of the following matters, namely:
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a) Notification of disadvantaged groups under clause (1) of sub-section

(1) of section 2.
b) Courses of study for the elementary stage under clause (n) of sub-section (1) of section 2.
c) Expenses under sub-clause (ii) of clause (p) of sub-section (1) of section 2.

d) Notification of number of days in the calendar year in relation to migrant families under
clause (x) of sub-section (1) of section 2.

e) Notification of neighbourhood in relation to a child under clause (z) of sub-section (1) of

section 2.
f) Notification of the appropriate alternative environment in which elementary education

shall be imparted to a child with severe and profound disability under sub-section (1) of

section 3
g) Specification of acceptable proof of residence for determination of neighborhood under

sub-section (1) of section 3.

h) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which a
non-enrolled child would be admitted to an age appropriate grade under sub-section (2)
of section 3.

i) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which a
non-enrolled child would be enabled, through special programmes, to join an age
appropriate grade under sub-section (3) of section 3.

j) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which the availability of
a neighbourhood school shall be ensured under sub-section (2) of section 5.

k) Specification of the per iod from commencement of this Act within which

non-enrolled children in the age group of 7–9 years shall be enrolled under sub-section
(1) of section 6.

l) Specification of the per iod from commencement of this Act within which

non-enrolled children in the age group of 9–14 years shall be enrolled under sub-section
(2) of section 6.

m) Norms for building, teacher aids and learning materials under clause (v) of sub-section
(2) of section 9.

n) Identification and notification of elements of free entitlement under clause (vi) of sub-
section (2) of section 9.

o) prescription and revision of curriculum under clause (viii) of sub-section (2) of section 9.

p) The form and manner in which processes shall be evaluated and learning outcomes
measured under clause (ix) of sub-section (2) of section 9.

q) The form and manner in which record of children shall be maintained by local authorities

under clause (i) of sub-section (1) of section 11.
r) Determination of authorities at various levels to perform the functions of the local authority

until these are devolved by law under sub-section (2) of section 11.

s) Form and manner in which School Development Plans shall be prepared by School
Management Committees (SMCs) under sub-section (1) of section 12.

t) The form and manner in which plans for free and compulsory education shall be prepared

for every local area, block, district, and metropolitan area under sub-section (2) of
section 12.

u) Specification of the period from commencement of the academic year within which children

may be admitted to schools under section 15.
v) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which the appropriate

government shall notify rules governing registration of schools other than State schools

under sub-section (3) of section 16.
w) The form and manner in which application for registration of schools shall be preferred

under sub-section (4) of section 16.

x) Prescription of norms and standards to be fulfilled by State and registered schools under
sub-section (1) of section 17.
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y) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which all schools shall

fulfill prescribed norms under sub-section (2) of section 17.
z) Determining representation of sections of the community under clause (i) of sub-section

(2) of section 20.

aa) Functions of SMCs under clause (i) of sub-section (4) of section 20.
bb) Manner of utilisation of funds received by SMCs for discharge of their functions under

sub-section (5) of section 20.

cc) Form and manner in which accounts of funds received by SMCs for discharge of their
function shall be maintained and audited under sub-section (6) of section 20.

dd) Rules of procedure governing assignment of teachers to specific schools under sub-

section (3) of section 21.
ee) Specification of the period from their appointment within which teachers not possessing

qualifications under the NCTE Act shall acquire them under sub-section (1) of

section 23.
ff) Specification of the period from commencement of this Act within which serving teachers

who do not possess qualifications under the NCTE Act shall acquire them under

sub-section (2) of section 23.
gg) The form and manner in which progress of children shall be reported to their parents/

guardians and to the SMC under clause (vi) of sub-section (1) of section 24.

hh) Nature and duration of leave and the manner in which it may be granted to teachers
under clause (i) of sub-section (1) of section 25.

ii) Payment of salary to teachers, and withholding of it for period of unauthorised absence,

if any, under clause (iv) of sub-section (4) of section 20.
jj) The form and manner in which the periodic assessment reports of the performance of

teachers shall be provided to the appointing authority under clause (ii) of sub-section 1

of section 25.
kk) Notification of authority competent to impose minor punishment on teachers in government

schools in metropolitan areas under clause (iii) of sub-section (1) of section 25.
ll) Specification of the period within which the local authority or SMC shall take action upon

receipt of written presentation under sub- section (1) of section 27.
mm) Authority to whom an applicant may represent and specification of the period within

which such authority shall take action upon receipt of written representation under sub-

section (2) of section 27.
nn) Officer of an appropriate government or local authority to whom the State-level Regulatory

authority may refer representations for inquiry under sub-section (2) of section 28.

oo) The manner in which the age of a child may be computed or determined under
sub-section (2) of section 29.

pp) Manner in which defaulting parent/ guardian may perform compulsory community service

by way of child care in the school under sub-section (2) of section 30.
qq) Specification of the intervals at which schools may carry out standardised assessments

of learning levels of children under section 31.

3) Every rule notified by an appropriate government under this Section shall be laid, as soon as

may be after it is notified, before the appropriate Legislature
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